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range of chemically and thermally labile materials has been patterned6 wax, cells, and 

proteins.  

Third, a continuous synthesis system for anisotropic microparticles with different 

shapes and sequences has been developed.  The anisotropic particles are configured by 

exploiting a combination of geometrical confinement and microfluidics to pack particles 

into a narrow, terminal channel, and the packed particles are then bonded by thermal 

fusing.  The width and length of the channels reproducibly specify the configuration of 

the anisotropic particles that will be produced.  ;omplex sequences are obtained by 

coupling the sequential actuation of metering lines with the input flow of different 

particles. >y using the process, linear and triangular homogeneous ?@A and heterogeneous 

?@B> and @B>B@A particle chains have been synthesiCed.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Motivation 

 

#it& t&' (')'nt a,van)'. o0 1i)(o0a2(i)ation t')&no3o456 a33o7in4 (a8i, nov'3 

t')&no3o45 ,'v'3o81'nt an, ,(a1ati) )o.t (',9)tion6 :a2;on;a;)&i8 <:OC? ,'vi)'. &av' 

2''n ('a3i@', to 8'(0o(1 1i)(o.)a3' )&'1i)a3 o( 2io3o4i)a3 ('.'a()&'.16 AB  :OC ,'vi)'. 

a(' 1o.t35 )on.t(9)t', 7it& 1i)(o039i,i) )&ann'3. an, 1i)(o0a2(i)at', '3')t(o,'.6 an, 

in)39,' 1i)(o039i,i) )o18on'nt. .9)& a. va3v'6 89186 ('a)to(6 .'8a(ato(6 an, ,'t')to( to 

)on,9)t .'C9'ntia3 .t'8. in a .in43' ,'vi)'B  T&' 'a(35 .ta4' o0 :OC ,'vi)'. 8(ovi,', 

too3. 0o( 4'n'ti) ana35.i. .9)& a. DNA 1i)(oa((a56 8o351'( )&ain ('a)tion <PCR?6 an, 

)a8i33a(5 '3')t(o8&o('.i. <CE?16 AB  Kt(on4 a,vanta4'. o0 :OC ,'vi)'. <iB'B6 (a8i, 8(o)'..6 

&i4& t&(o94&89t6 a9to1ation6 an, nano;3it'( a1o9nt .a183'? &av' 3', to t&' ,'v'3o81'nt 

o0 ot&'( 1i)(o039i,i) ,'vi)'. .9)& a. )3ini)a3 ,ia4no.ti) ,'vi)'.6 8(ot'in an, )'33 

1ani893ation ,'vi)'.6 an, i119noa..a5 ,'vi)'.L;MB  A. t&' ,'vi)'. a,van)'6 t&' )ont(o3 

t')&niC9'. &av' a3.o i18(ov', to )ont(o3 03o76 1a.. t(an.8o(t6 an, &'at t(an.0'( in t&' 

1i)(o.5.t'1.B  

T&' 8(i1a(5 )ont(o3 1't&o,. 7i,'35 )on,9)t', in :OC ,'vi)'. a(' '3')t(oNin'ti) 

an, 039i,i) )ont(o3 a. 7'33 a. )ont(o3 via .9(0a)' 1o,i0i)ationB  T&'.' )ont(o3. a(' ai1', 

to 1ani893at' 'it&'( 039i, in 1i)(o)&ann'3. o( 8a(ti)3'. <o( 1o3')93'.? in 039i,B  T&' 
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#$%or constit-ent o/ 012 3e4ices $re li6-i3 in the #icro/l-i3ic ch$nnel8 th-s9 precise 

#$nip-l$tion o/ the #icro/l-i3ic process h$s ;een one $ct-$l <e= to the oper$tion $n3 

per/or#$nce o/ 012> 0i6-i3 /lo? in the #icroch$nnel is controlle3 either ;= e@tern$l 

press-re so-rces9 e@tern$l #ech$nic$l p-#ps9 integr$te3 #icrop-#ps Bi>e>9 press-reC

3ri4en /lo? controlDECF" or ;= electro<inetic /orce Bi>e>9 electroos#otic /lo? controlDFG9 FH>  

Ilectro<inetic /orces $re $lso -tiliJe3 to control in3i4i3-$l #olec-les or p$rticles in the 

/l-i3 ;= e#plo=ing electric$l properties o/ p$rticles $n3 /l-i3 Be>g>9 2$pill$r= 

IlectrophoresisDF9 FK>  D-e to the 4er= l$rge s-r/$ce to 4ol-#e r$tio o/ #icroch$nnels9 

signi/ic$nt in/l-ence o/ the li6-i3Cch$nnel ?$ll inter/$ce is e@pecte3>  Mhere/ore9 s-r/$ce 

#o3i/ic$tion h$s ;een $nother i#port$nt /$ctor in controlling #icro/l-i3ics>  A#ong 

these9 three speci/ic controls $re selecte3 $n3 in4estig$te3 /or this 3issert$tionO 

Dielectrophoretic DNA stretching9 #icrostencil /or p$tterning9 $n3 $nisotropic p$rticle 

s=nthesis -sing #icro/l-i3ic control> 

 

Dielectrophoretic DNA stretching 

  Qecentl=9 single DNA #olec-le ;$se3 rese$rch h$s $34$nce3 consi3er$;l=9 $s the 

in/or#$tion o;t$ine3 /ro# single #olec-le #$nip-l$tion is #ore speci/ic $n3 $cc-r$te 

co#p$re3 to th$t o;t$ine3 /ro# con4ention$l #etho3s9 ?hich gener$ll= $4er$ge #$n= 

#olec-les>  DNA stretching is $n e@cellent #etho3 to per/or# single #olec-le 

#$nip-l$tion9 $n3 the #olec-le c$n ;e stretche3 ;= electrost$tic9 h=3ro3=n$#ic9 or 

#$gnetic /orcesFRC"G>  Dielectrophoretic stretching is one o/ the #ost co##on #etho3s 

-sing electrost$tic /orceS9 FS9 "H>  Mhis #etho3 is possi;le $s the DNA #olec-le is pol$riJe3 

-n3er $ nonC-ni/or# electric /iel3 constr-cte3 o/ geo#etric$ll= 3i//erent electro3es>  Mhe 
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#$% molec+les -et/een t1e t/o electrodes are stretc1ed along t1e electric field line 

+nder t1e infl+ence of a strong alternating electric field 89:; <=m> 9M@ABC  D1e strong 

adEantage of t1is stretc1ing met1od is t1at f+rt1er researc1es s+c1 as #$%-protein 

interaction and enAHmatic c+tting of #$% molec+les can -e cond+cted easilH on t1e same 

sHstemC  MoreoEer> t1e met1od can -e incorporated readilH into t1e more compleI 

integrated deEice to perform complete #$% analHsis +sing single molec+le manip+lationC  

D1e f+ndamental #JK #$% stretc1ing sHstem is optimiAed in t1is /orL -H 

reg+lating electric and s+rface sHstem propertiesC  % set containing one pointed-s1ape 

electrode and one flat electrode is +sed to generate a non-+niform electric field reM+ired 

for #JKC  $ote/ort1H is t1e fact t1at Eariances of electrode gap> s1ape> and t1icLness 

generate different electric field gradients> Hielding a recogniAa-le effect on #$% 

stretc1ingC  N+rface modification 1as improEed t1e controlla-ilitH of t1e electroLinetic 

control performed in t1e sHstemC  N+rfaces treated /it1 1ig1er silane concentrations 1aEe 

performed more optimallH d+e to t1e decreased nonspecific adsorption of #$% on t1ese 

s+rfaces> compared to t1eir more 1Hdrop1ilic co+nterpartsC  

 

Microstencils for patterning non-traditional materials 

D1e patterning of non-traditional materials maH contri-+te significantlH to t1e 

application areas +sing microsHstemsC  Draditional p1otolit1ograp1ic patterning tHpicallH 

inEolEes cHclic processing steps s+c1 as p1otoresist coating> t1ermal treatment> O< 

eIpos+re> c1emical deEelopment> and /et=drH etc1ingPQC  %s MJMN tec1nologH is 

1arnessed for ne/er applications partic+larlH related to -iologH> some classes of materials 

and s+rfaces need to -e +sed t1at are incompati-le /it1 t1e c1emical or t1ermal process 
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steps associated ,ith standard microfabrication3  4hado, mas5ing and imprinting ha7e 

been recently de7eloped for the non:traditional materials;<= ;>3  ?o,e7er= greater impact 

,ould be generated if a de7eloped method could be combined ,ith traditional 

microfabrication technology to achie7e precise alignment= creating a traditional:

nontraditional hybrid system3  

Aicrostencil= de7eloped in this ,or5= employs photolithographically patterned 

parylene:4BC bilayer= and the stencil layer is easily peeled off from the surface 

mechanically ,ithout the use of chemical sol7ents3  As the stencil is prepared by 

traditional microfabrication technology= precise alignment of deposited material is 

achie7ed straightfor,ardly3 Ehe height of the stencil layer depends on the thic5ness of the 

4BC layer= ,hich may determine the amount of material deposited internally3 FGternal 

control processes such as multiple spin:coatings and multiple dip:coatings also control 

the amount of patterning materials3 As an initial demonstration= ,e ha7e patterned ,aG= 

cells= proteins= sol= and HIEJKEA3 

 

Anisotropic particle synthesis by using microfluidic control 

Lluidic manipulation of materials in micro channels has been the indispensable 

control method in a microfluidic system= and it can be utiliMed to achie7e many no7el 

applications such as anisotropic particle synthesis3  Eo date= spherical shaped 

microparticles are primarily employed in microparticle research and 7ery fe, techniNues 

ha7e been de7eloped to synthesiMe non:spherical anisotropic particles3  Aicrocontact 

printing is one techniNue that has been successfully used for fabricating non:spherical 

particles= ,hich uses non:,etting substrates and molds to confine liNuid precursors inside 
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the features of the mold, allowing for the generation of isolated particles67.  9ontinuous 

flow lithography, a second technique, utilizes microscope=pro>ection photolithography to 

polymerize mask=defined regions in microchannel contained monomer flows6@.  The use 

of a liquid precursor in these two methods, to synthesize particles, has the advantage of 

speed, without shape limitations.  Cowever, the techniqueDs disadvantage is a limit on the 

type of materials that can be used, greatly reducing the functionality of the synthesized 

particles.  Particle synthesis, via microfluidic control and compleG channel geometry, 

would be a good solution for the issues produced by current techniques.  Hs particles are 

transported by pressure=driven flow, different particles can be transported through the 

system by the same method.  Ioreover, different particles may possess their own 

properties and chemistry, which require different reaction methods to link them.  

Jurthermore, microfabricated systems, constructed with silicon and glass, have eGcellent 

adaptability, and thus are easily modified for each case. 

!n our system, the sequences and shapes of the anisotropic particles are 

determined by employing a combination of geometrical confinements and microfluidics 

to pack precursor colloids into a narrow, terminal channel.  The width and length of the 

channel define shape of the anisotropic particle that will be produced.  The precursor 

spheres packed in the production zone are then permanently bonded into particles via 

thermal fusing.  The flow in the production zone is reversed to release the particles for 

collection and use.  Particles produced have linear chain structures with precisely 

configured, repeatable bond angles.  ?ith software programmable microfluidics, 

sequence and shape anisotropy are combined to yield synthesized homogeneous (type 
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!"#$% s(rfa,tant/0i2e 4t56e !"/7#$ or tri/90o,2 4t56e !"/7/"#$ interna0 se:(en,es in a 

sing0e de=i,e>   

 

"rganization of this dissertation 

 

The theme of this dissertation is to investigate and develop electric and 

microfluidic control components to manipulate molecules and particles in 

microfabricated devices.  As previously mentioned, three distinct ;orks are studied by 

e=ecuting electric and microfluidic control and as ;ell surface modification. 

>ielectrophoretic (>@A) >CA stretching and its optimiDation are presented in Chapter F 

as an electric control component. A novel surface patterning technique called 

“Iicrostencil” is described in Chapter K. The method for anisotropic particle synthesis is 

developed by e=ploiting fluidic control in comple= microchannel geometry, and is 

introduced in Chapter L. ?he 6resented Aethod eA60o5s the ,oA9ination of ,ontin(o(s 

Ai,rof0(idi, ,ontro0 and sintering of 6o05Aeri, 6arti,0es>  ?herefore% Bha6ter C des,ri9es 

in greater detai0 the f0(idi, ,ontro0 (sed in the s5nthesis Aethod% and Bha6ter D re6orts 

the ,hara,teristi,s of sintering Aethods and sintered 6arti,0es>    

Through the methods presented in this dissertation, useful means have been 

provided to manipulate molecules and particles in microfabricated devices, and 

conclusions and future ;orks are stated in Chapter M.  Although each developed method 

possesses its o;n goal and purpose, all ;orks can be unified by the concept of providing 

robust systems to manipulate small entities in microchannels.  By optimiDing conditions 

for >@A >CA stretching, more controllable and reliable electric field control is achieved, 
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"#A%TE( 2 

*%TIMI-ATI*N *F DIE1E"T(*%#*(ETI" DNA ST(ET"#IN3 

IN MI"(*FA4(I"ATED DE5I"ES  

 

 

Introduction 

 

M%ni(u*%tion o- .in/*0 1io2o*0cu*0. .uc4 %. DNA8 RNA8 %nd (rot0in. -%ci*it%t0d 

.i/ni-ic%nt %d<%nc0. in 1io*o/=> For 0@%2(*08 %n o(tic%* tr%( (roduc0d 1= 4i/4*= -ocu.0d 

*%.0r *i/4t c%n 10 u.0d to /r%1 %nd 2o<0 % 2o*0cu*0 %. A0** %. 0@0rt 20%.ur%1*0 -orc0. on 

1io2o*0cu*0.>"8 2 T40.0 2%ni(u*%tion. c%n 10 u.0d to d0t0r2in0 2o*0cu*%r (ro(0rti0. .uc4 

%. 0*%.ticit= 1ot4 in % n%tur%* .t%t0 %nd und0r t0n.ion%* or tor.ion%* .tr0..> Anot40r 

0@%2(*0 i. t40 .tud= o- 2o*0cu*%r 2otor. 1= .in/*0 2o*0cu*0 2%ni(u*%tion>D B= u.in/ 

o(tic%* tA00F0r. to -o**oA t40 (ro/r0..ion o- % .in/*0 Gin0.in 2o*0cu*0 on % 2icrotu1u*0 

r%i*8 it 4%. 100n -ound t4%t t40 tAoH40%d0d Gin0.in 2o*0cu*0 (ro/r0..0. in .t0(. o- I n2 

-or 0%c4 ATP con.u20d>  

T0c4no*o/ic%* %d<%nc0. in 2icroKn%no t0c4no*o/= %nd 4i/4 r0.o*ution <i.u%*iFin/ 

.=.t02. -%ci*it%t0 .in/*0 2o*0cu*0 2%ni(u*%tion> T40 tr%((in/L8 M %nd .tr0tc4in/N8 O o- DNA 

2o*0cu*0.8 on0 o- t40 2o.t Aid0*= u.0d 2o*0cu*0. in .in/*0H2o*0cu*0 0@(0ri20nt.8 4%. 

100n %c4i0<0d u.in/ 2icrod0<ic0.> T4rou/4 4i/4Hr0.o*ution -*uor0.c0nc0 2icro.co(=8 

r0%*Hti20 r0.trictionI %nd r0(*ic%tionP o- % .in/*0 DNA 2o*0cu*0 4%. 100n o1.0r<0d %nd8 
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moreover, the transport properties of a single DNA molecule were obtained.10 In addition, 

the use of atomic force microscopy (AFM)11 have affected considerable progress in the 

arrangement and manipulation of single molecules.  

DNA molecules can be stretched by various means including electrostatic, 

hydrodynamic, or magnetic forces. Washizu used dielectrophoresis and electroosmotic 

flow to stretch DNA molecules.E, 7, 12, 13 Intropic constriction has also been employed to 

stretch DNA by electrostatic forces.14 In order to use a magnetic force, magnetic 

tweezer15 that use magnetic fields and beads are necessary. Stretching by hydrodynamic 

force was performed either with free molecular ends or with one end immobilized to a 

solid surface.1E-18 In practice, anchoring methods tend to give more consistent stretching 

than free-end methods.  Thus most DNA stretching involves anchoring one end of the 

DNA molecules onto an electrode, bead, or other solid surface, and stretching the 

molecule using some type of force.  

Dielectrophoretic stretching is one of the most common methods in DNA 

manipulation.E, 7 Dielectrophoresis is a non-contact manipulation technique that enables 

positioning and orientating DNA molecules in micro and nano devices.19 A 

Dielectrophoretic force results from the interaction between an induced dipole on the 

molecule and a non-uniform electric field, and is a function of frequency, electric field 

and dielectric properties of the molecule and medium. Depending on the conditions, the 

molecule moves either toward (positive dielectrophoresis) or away from (negative 

dielectrophoresis) the region of high electric field gradients. If the molecule is more 

polarizable than its medium, positive dielectrophoresis is observed; conversely negative 

dielectrophoresis will occur if the molecule is less polarizable. In order to stretch DNA 



 "#

$olec)les+ hi.h fre1)enc3 45"M78) and hi.h volta.e 4>" M?@$) AB electric fields are 

t3Cicall3 )sed and res)lt in ne.ative dielectroChoresis.  

En this ForG+ Fe have st)died the Cara$eters affectin. dielectroChoretic 

stretchin. of DIA in a $icrofabricated device and fo)nd the stretchin. is a f)nction of 

the s)rface+ $icroelectrode+ and b)lG sol)tion CroCerties. Ke have oCti$i8ed those 

Cara$eters and been able to achieve $ore constant DIA stretchin..  

 

 

Materials and Methods 

 

Device fabrication 

Lhe device for DIA electrostretchin. Fas $ade b3 bondin. tFo seCarate sidesM 

channel and electrode 4Ni.)re #."). Nl)idic channels are $ade on thicG .lass 4OPP!$ 

thicGness+ "PPQ$$ dia$eter+ DoF cornin. R3reS TTUP in Midland+ ME) b3 h3drofl)oric 

acid etchin.. OPn$ thicG chro$e and VPPn$ .old la3ers Fere deCosited on bare .lass 

s)rface and Chotoresist 4RW "X#T+ YhiCle3 co$Can3 in IeFton+ MA) Fas sC)n+ Catterned 

b3 channel $asG la3er and develoCed in MN V"Z sol)tion 4Woh$ and haas electronic 

$aterials in YCartanb)r.+ YB). Metal la3ers on develoCed area Fere re$oved b3 

co$$ercial etchants 4[old etchant+ [old etchQt3Ce LNA+ Lransene Bo$Can3+ Enc. in 

Danvers+ MA\ Bhro$e etchant+ BWQ"U chro$i)$ Choto$asG etchant+ B3anteG 

BorCoration in Nre$ont+ BA). Lhe channel shaCed .lass re.ion Fas then etched b3 

h3drofl)oric acid 4].L. ^aGer in ChilliCsb)r.+ I]). After obtainin. the desired deCth 

4#P!$)+ the re$ainin. Chotoresist and $etal la3ers over .lass s)rface Fere striCed b3 

Chotoresist re$oval sol)tion 4RWY #PPP) and CrosCective etchants. Lhe Fafer Fas rinsed 
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in &' (ater, dried b0 air, and diced into each pieces. 7oles (ere drilled on both ends of 

channel b0 electrochemical discharge drilling to in<ect sample into channel.  

 

 

Figure 2. 1. Schematic process of microfabricated electrostretching device; (a) Lift-

off, (b) metal etching for electrode fabrication. 

 
=lectrodes (ere fabricated on thin glass (afer (1??!m thic@ness, 1??-mm 

diameter, Brecision Class D Eptics &2G# in Santa Ina, JI). L(o different methods 

(ere used in this (or@N Lift-off and Petal etching. For lift-off methods, photoresist (as 

spun, patterned and developed on bare glass (afers. 1STS?nm chrome la0er and 

S?T#??nm gold la0er (ere deposited over developed photoresist. Lhen the (afer (as 

immersed in acetone solution (U.L Va@er) to lift-off un(anted parts of the metal and (as 

rinsed in &' (ater and dried. For metal etching, S?T#??nm gold la0er and 1STS?nm 

chrome la0er (ere deposited on bare glass (afer and photoresist (as spun, patterned and 

developed. Petal la0ers (ere etched (Cold etchant, Cold etch-t0pe LFI, Lransene 
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Aldrich), the inside of the channel was incubated for 1 hr by TMCS mixture (1:5 v/v 

solution of TMCS in tetrachloroethane (1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane, Sigma Aldrich) 

solution) and the channel was washed three times with tetrachloroethane  (TCE), IPA and 

DI water, and then air-dried.  

 To measure surface contact angles, 2 !l of water was dropped on the treated 

surface and the drop image was captured horizontally. The image was then analyzed by 

Image J software (NIH) to measure the angle between the baseline of the drop and the 

tangent at the drop boundary.   

 

DNA sample preparation 

Plain !-phage DNA and thiol-labled !-phage DNA were prepared in this work. 

For thiol-labled !-DNA, !-phage DNA (New England Bio Lab in Ipswich, MA) with a 

12 base-long single stranded “overhang” on each end was obtained and oligonucleotides 

for “overhang” sequence were synthesized. 5’-termini of !-DNA was dephosphorylated 

by shrimp alkaline phosphate. A ligation reaction was done by T4 ligase enzyme and the 

concentration of thiol-labled !-DNA was measured using a spectrometer. The thiol-labled 

DNA was labeled again with fluorescent marker YOYO-1 (Molecular Probes in 

Carlsbad, CA) at a dye-to-base-pair ratio of 1:5. 

 DI water (pH 8, conductivity 2!S/cm) plus 20% "-mercaptoethanol to prevent 

photobleaching was used as sample buffer and was mixed with 4 wt% of linear 

polyacrylamide (CEQ Separation gel LPA-1, Beckman Coulter in Fullerton, CA) to 

enhance molecule stretching. A high concentration of "-mercaptoethanol (20%) was used 

in this work similar to that used in the work by Namasivayan et al. in 2002 but lower 
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concentrations (4%) have also been used successfully.20 Labeled DNA molecules were 

mixed with that sample solution to make final concentration of DNA sample as 50 pg/!l. 

After mixing, the DNA sample was degassed under the vacuum for 30 min.  

 

"lectric field application 

Alternating current (AC) voltage was generated from a function generator (MX-

9300A, Elenco). The frequency was regulated from 1Hz to 2.3 MHz and the amplitude 

was ranged from 2 Vp-p to 25 Vp-p. Waveforms were monitored by an oscilloscope 

(TDS 3014B, Tektronix).  

 

Fluorescence microscope 

An Inverted fluorescence microscope (TE-200, Nikon) was used to observe the 

motion of single DNA molecules. High magnification (x100) oil immersion objective 

was used to get high resolution and an electronic shutter was used to prevent 

photobleaching. The molecular behavior was visualized using a digital CCD camera 

(Photometrics Cascade 512B Cooled CCD 16Bit Back Thinned Camera, Roper in 

Tucson, AZ) and data analysis was done by Metaview software. A 100-W mercury lamp 

with FITC filter was used as an excitation source. Time-sequenced images were taken 

with 50~100 ms exposure time per image to obtain time-dependent behavior. 
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!esults and Discussion 

 

Fundamental DNA stretching system  

$he de(ice +e constructed for DNA stretching uses dielectrophoresis to capture 

and elongate DNA molecules.  <y using a non-uniform electric field generated by a 

pointed electrode @high field gradientA and a straight electrode @lo+ field gradientA, +e can 

control the mo(ement and eCtent of stretching, as sho+n in Figure 2. 2. Fenerally, DNA 

molecules are attracted to the higher field gradient region at lo+ freGuency @H1 KHzA and 

stretched by negati(e dielectrophoresis at high freGuency @H1MHzA.1M For immobilization, 

a thiol-and-gold method +as incorporated as described pre(iously.21  

 

Figure 2. 2. Dielectrophoretic stretching of DNA. A non-uniform electric field is 

generated by a pointed electrode and a straight electrode, and one end of molecule is 

immobilized at the electrode edge by thiol-and-gold linking. Molecules are attracted 

at 1BHz, 7 E 

 

$he directional mo(ement of the molecules is freGuency dependent in accordance 

+ith their dielectric properties. $hat is, the transition freGuency at +hich the 
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d%electr+,h+ret%c .+rce reverses .r+m ,+s%t%ve t+ negat%ve w%ll de,end +n the m+lec6le7s 

d%electr%c ,r+,ert%es8  9n +6r s:stem; we a,,l%ed l+w .re<6enc%es +. 500 ?@ t+ 100 A?@; 

and +Bserved that m+st m+lec6les m+ved t+ward a h%gher electr%c .%eld grad%ent reg%+n8  

M+lec6les were re,elled .r+m h%gh .%eldDgrad%ent reg%+ns %. .re<6enc%es h%gher than E00 

A?@ were 6sed8  Fhere was a c+mB%nat%+n +. ,+s%t%ve and negat%ve d%electr+,h+res%s %n 

the .re<6enc: range +. 100 A?@ t+ E00 A?@ G%8e8; s+me m+lec6les m+ved t+ward grad%ents 

and s+me m+lec6les m+ved %n the +,,+s%te d%rect%+nH8  
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Figure 2. 3. Effect of LPA concentration to DNA stretching, Approximately 4 wt% 

of LPA gave the longest stretched DNA length. 

 

DNA el+ngat%+n %s a str+ng .6nct%+n +. s+l6t%+n c+nd%t%+ns s6ch as ,+l:mer 

c+ncentrat%+n; c+nd6ct%v%t:; and ,? val6es8 L%g6re 28 3 sh+ws the e..ect +. ,+l:mer 

c+ncentrat%+n +n DNA stretch%ng8 Fhe h%ghest average G15 !mH and max%m6m G22 !mH 

stretched length we +Bserved %n th%s ,+l:merDass%sted s:stem was w%th 4 wt% LPA 

s+l6t%+n8 Fh%s res6lt str+ngl: s6,,+rts the ,rev%+6sl: re,+rted res6lt that a,,r+x%matel: 5 

t%mes the cr%t%cal entanglement c+ncentrat%+n +. th%s ,+l:mer %s +,t%mal .+r stretch%ng820  
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Figure 2. *. (a) Direction of DNA movement under negative dielectrophoresis 

condition.  =olecules between the electrode gap move linearly and are stretched, 

and molecules outside of the gap have the motion of coBfield rotation.  (b) Cime 

seDuence of DNA movement under negative dielectrophoresis condition. 

 

=icrofabricated electrode characterization 

$lectrode edge smoothness plays an important role in attracting DNA molecules 

to the intended stretching area. :ough electrode edges provide many small points along 

the electrode<s edge that generate high electric field gradients resulting in molecular 

movement. Figure 2. ?(a) shows how DNA molecules are attracted to the rough edges of 

the electrode, particularly on the straight electrode (vertical white trace on electrode 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 2. 5. +,A stretching using (a) a rough electrode edge and (b) a smooth 

electrode edge.  Many molecules were attracted to the random peaks of the rough 

electrode edge while +,A molecules are only gathered around the pointed electrode 

area in (b)A (c), (d) Cray levels obtained through horiEontal lines that includes both 

electrode edges (higher value represents brighter point). Similar degree of gray level 

was obtained on both electrode edges when rough electrode edge was used (c) while 

only one high peak was obtained at the pointed tip electrode side when smooth 

electrode edge was used (d). Ghese graphs were obtained by averaging 6 different 

lines from different figures. 

2<' 23' 

2;' 2%' 
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!

#e are able to obtain this smooth electrode edge by performing electrode 

annealing following metal etching.! Figure 2. 6 shows scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) images of the top and cross-sectional views of a gold electrode after fabrication by 

lift-off and etching.  Bs seen in the figure, both methods lacD a highly smooth and 

straight edge. Bnnealing of the EFF nm gold layer at GHF!I for JF min was then 

performed and the resulting electrode had a smooth edge (Figure 2. K).  

 

"#$%&'! ()! *)! +,-..#.$! '/',0&1.! 2#,&13,145! 6+789! #2-$'3! 1:! 0;'! 014! -.<! ,&133!

3',0#1.-/!=#'>!1:!$1/<!'/',0&1<'!-:0'&!:-?&#,-0#1.!?5!/#:0@1::!6-A!?9!-.<!2'0-/!'0,;#.$!

6,A!<9)!
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Figure 2. 7. SEM image of electrode after annealing at 450! for 10 min.  Annealing 

was performed after metal etching to make smooth electrode edge. (a) Top view, (b) 

cross-sectional view 
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Figure 2. 8. Effect of electrode thickness on DNA stretching.  Substantial increase in 

the probability of observing DNA stretching was achieved with a 50 nm thick gold 

layer. 

 

The thickness of the electrode also affects DNA stretching with thinner metal 

electrodes giving a higher probability of stretching than thicker electrodes. The 

(a) (b) 
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pro'a'ilit, incl/des 'ot3 completel, and partl, stretc3ed molec/les 5t3ere 6ere al6a,s 

molec/les in t3e gap 'ot3 in free sol/tion and attac3ed to t3e s/rface t3at did not stretc39: 

;3ree different t3ic<nesses 5=50@ 1=5@ 65 nm9 6ere /sed to eCal/ate t3e s/ccess rate of 

t3e stretc3ing: D/'stantial increase in t3e pro'a'ilit, of o'serCing DNA stretc3ing is 

o'tained 63en /sing a t3inner metal la,er 5Hig/re 2: 89: ;3e ca/se of t3is p3enomenon is 

most li<el, d/e to t3e 3ig3er Certical field gradient o'tained 6it3 t3e t3inner electrode:  
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Figure 2. 9. +oltage required initiating DNA attraction to the pointed tip electrode 

region (a) and voltage required initiating DNA repulsion from the pointed tip 

electrode region (b).  @n both cases, smaller voltages are required to cause molecule 

movement when sharper electrodes are used. 

5a9 

5'9 
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The electric field properties such as the field gradient, strength, and frequency are 

adjustable parameters in dielectrophoretic DNA stretching. The tip size of the pointed 

electrode was varied to investigate how it affects DNA stretching. Figure 2. 9(a) shows 

the voltage value required to cause positive dielectrophoresis of DNA molecules (i.e., 

attraction to the high field gradient region). As can be seen from the figure, a smaller 

voltage value is required to initiate positive dielectrophoresis movement when a sharp 

electrode tip is used than with a more rounded electrode. A similar phenomenon was 

observed when higher frequencies were applied to repel DNA from high field-gradient 

regions (negative dielectrophoresis). As seen in Figure 2. 9(b), the required voltage for a 

20 !m electrode tip is approximately 2 times higher than the voltage for a 3 !m electrode 

tip. The lower voltage for sharper electrodes is a result of the higher electric field gradient 

generated compared to blunter electrodes at the same voltage.  

 Changing the gap between the pointed and straight electrodes can also influence 

DNA stretching. As seen in Figure 2. 10, the effect is more noticeable when the sharp tip 

is used but negligible with blunt tips. The gap width also affects the formation of DNA 

“bridges” between electrodes. The average stretched length of !-DNA in most cases was 

15 !m, and DNA bridges were quite often observed when the gap width was narrower 

than 15 !m.  When a gap of 10 !m was used, both ends of the DNA molecule are 

attracted to the surface of the metal electrodes. When this occurred, the DNA molecule 

did not shrink after the electric field was turned off.  
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Figure 2. 10. ,ffect of different gap sizes on stretching.  The effect is more noticeable 

when a sharp tip is used but negligible with a blunt tip. 

 

,lectric field properties 

DNA molecules can 0e stretc3ed in our s6stem at fre8uencies 3ig3er t3an 

500 <=z? 0ut stead6? sta0le stretc3ing could not 0e o0tained 0elo@ 2 A=zB At 700 <=z? 

t3e stretc3ed DNA @ould moDe a@a6 from t3e electrodes immediatel6 after stretc3ing 

and @ould not remain in t3e gapB  F3ose DNA molecules t3at @ere stretc3ed in t3e fluid 

flo@ and failed to remain stationar6B  At 1 A=z? one end of t3e DNA molecule @ould 

easil6 attac3 to t3e pointed electrode and remain stretc3edB =o@eDer? t3e molecule did 

not maintain its stretc3ed form for more t3an 2 seconds? and @ould recoil 0ac< to t3e 

pointed electrodeB  At 2 A=z? t3e stretc3ed DNA @as sta0le meaning t3at it did not 

fluctuate or collapse as long as t3e field @as appliedB   

Hu00le generation occurs easil6 at lo@ fre8uencies due to electrol6sisB =ig3er 

fre8uencies reduced t3is reaction @it3 Dirtuall6 no 0u00les generated at fre8uencies 
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higher than 1-- ./0. 2s seen in Figure 2. 11! bubbles are generated at low voltages when 

a sharp electrode and low frequency are applied.  Aoreover, the voltage for bubble 

generation is quite close to that for Colecular attraction, especially in case of a sharp 

electrode.  
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"igure 2* 11* ,ubble generation*  ,ubbles are generated at lo5 6oltage 57en a s7arp 

electrode and lo5 fre;uenc< are applied* 

 

=urface properties 

Dhe length of stretched EF2 Colecules is longer on surfaces with a high contact 

angle than those with a low contact angle. Ge perforCed EF2 stretching on surfaces 

with two different contact anglesH an untreated glass surface I!JK-LM and a silane coated 

surface I!JN-LM. Figure 2. 12 shows that Core than #-O of the Colecules on the N-L 

surface are longer than 1P !C coCpared to only QR-O on the K-L surface. Dhe fact that a 
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longer stretch length is obtained on more hydrophobic surfaces is consistent with 

literature data on other stretching techni8ues.18 

 

Figure 2. 12. The stretched length distribution on both higher contact angle surface 

(80°) and lower contact angle surface (40°); longer stretched length is obtained on 

more hydrophobic surface. 

 

To further in<estigate the effect of surface hydrophobicity= the surface contact 

angle was modified by changing the dilution ratio of T>?@ in T?A.  Figure 2. 1C(a) 

shows the dilution ratio of T>?@ in T?A as well as the contact angle of each surface. 

Figure 2. 1C(b) shows the a<erage stretched length of a FGH molecule o<er the silaneI

coated surface of se<eral silane concentrations.  Hs seen in these two figures= an increase 

in T>?@ concentration produces a higher contact angle and results in a longer stretched 

length.  The maJimum length of the a<eraged <alues (1K.L !m) is obtained at the 1MK ratio 

of T>?@ to T?A= and the longest stretched length of FGH at that point is 2K !m= a 

length appreciable longer than the fully stretched length of !IFGH.   The stretched length 

decreases abo<e the 1MK ratio with the length at high T>?@ concentration being shorter 
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Figure 2. 13. Surface contact angles over coated surfaces with different silane 

concentration (a), and averaged stretched length of DNA molecules over the silane-

coated surface of different surface contact angles (b). Higher silane concentration 

produces higher surface contact angle and longer DNA stretched length. 
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Surfaces with high surface contact angles inhibit the molecules’ nonspecific 

adsorption. Figure 2. 14 shows sequential images of DNA stretching (a) over a clean 

glass surface and (b) over a silanated surface.  In Figure 2. 14(a), stretched molecules are 

observed sticking to the glass surface even after the electric field is turned off. In 

addition, several coiled DNA molecules stick randomly on the more hydrophilic glass 

surface. However, the stretched molecules on the hydrophobic surface recoil easily when 

the electric field is turned off (Figure 2. 14(b)).  Nonspecific adsorption of other DNA 

molecules was not observed on this surface in any significant degree. In comparing the 

two, the rate of nonspecific adsorption is almost 4 times lower on silane-coated surfaces 

than on untreated glass. We have counted the number of DNA molecules in 10 minutes 

that adhere to a 60 !m2 surface and found that approximately 11 molecules stick to the 

silane-coated surface while 40 molecules stick to the clean glass surface.     

 

 

Figure (. 1+. ,equential image of stretched DNA over =a> clean glass surface and =b> 

silane-coated surface.  ,tretched molecules over silane-coated surface did not adhere 

to the surface and were free in the solution. 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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Conclusions 
 

$n &'is *o,-. */ '01/ in1/s&i20&/3 &'/ o4&i5u5 con3i&ions 8o, ,o9us& 0n3 

con&,oll09l/ ;<= /l/c&,os&,/&c'in2> ?@ o4&i5iAin2 &'/ solu&ions con3i&ions. /l/c&,ic 8i/l3 

s&,/n2&' 0n3 s'04/. 0n3 &'/ su,80c/ 4,o4/,&i/s. succ/ss o8 ;<= s&,/&c'in2 c0n 044,o0c' 

BCD> =lso. s&,/&c'/3 5ol/cul/s on 5o,/ '@3,o4'o9ic su,80c/s 0,/ l/ss 03'/,/n& 0n3 50@ 

9/ 5o,/ 05/n09l/ 8o, 033i&ion0l in&/,0c&ions> Eo, /F054l/. c/,&0in 4,o&/ins &'0& 9in3 &o 

;<= 50@ 9/ so5/*'0& in'i9i&/3 8,o5 9in3in2 i8 0 s&,/&c'/3 5ol/cul/ is 03'/,/3 &o &'/ 

su,80c/ 0& 0 l0,2/ nu59/, o8 loc0&ions>  

Gol/cul0, 50ni4ul0&ion 9@ 3i/l/c&,o4'o,/sis is 0 ,/l0&i1/l@ co55on &/c'niHu/ 

9u& &'/,/ 0,/ s&ill un/F4lo,/3 &o4ics in &'is 0,/0>  =33i&ion0l s&u3i/s 0,/ n//3/3 &o 

in1/s&i20&/ o&'/, 40,05/&/,s suc' 0s &/54/,0&u,/. su,80c/ 4,o4/,&@ 0n3 9u88/,Iion 

3/4/n3/nc/ on s&,/&c'in2> Ji&' &'/ 3/si2n o8 5o,/ ,/li09l/ 5ic,o809,ic0&/3 ;<= 

s&,/&c'in2 3/1ic/s. in&/2,0&/3 s@s&/5s 50@ 9/ 4ossi9l/ &'0& 4/,8o,5 5ul&i4l/ 0n0l@sis 

o4/,0&ions on 0 sin2l/ ;<= 5ol/cul/ /F&,0c&/3 8,o5 0 sin2l/ c/ll o, o&'/, 5inu&/ 

s054l/s> 
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"HAPT'( 3 

M+"(,ST'."+/S 0,( PATT'(.+.1 .,.-T(AD+T+,.A/ 

MAT'(+A/S 

 

+ntroduction 

 
MEMS d()ic(, -.)( r(0i(d on 3-oto0it-o5r.3-6 .nd t-in 7i08 3roc(,,in5 

t(c-ni9u(, o3ti8i;(d <6 t-( ,(8iconductor indu,tr6 to 7or8 8icro- .nd n.no-,tructur(,> 

T-i, 3-oto0it-o5r.3-ic 3.tt(rnin5 o7 ,tructur(, t63ic.006 in)o0)(, c6c0ic 3roc(,,in5 ,t(3, 

,uc- ., 3-otor(,i,t co.tin5@ t-(r8.0 tr(.t8(nt@ AB (C3o,ur(@ c-(8ic.0 d()(0o38(nt@ .nd 

D(tEdr6 (tc-in5>F A, MEMS t(c-no0o56 i, -.rn(,,(d 7or n(D(r .330ic.tion,@ 3.rticu0.r06 

r(0.t(d to <io0o56@ ,o8( c0.,,(, o7 8.t(ri.0, .nd ,ur7.c(, u,(d 8.6 <( inco83.ti<0( Dit- 

t-( c-(8ic.0 or t-(r8.0 3roc(,, ,t(3, .,,oci.t(d Dit- ,t.nd.rd 8icro7.<ric.tion> In 

r(,3on,( to t-i, incr(.,in5 n((d to 3.tt(rn non-tr.dition.0 8.t(ri.0, ,()(r.0 no)(0 

8icro7.<ric.tion t(c-ni9u(, -.)( <((n d()(0o3(d t-( 8o,t 3ro8in(nt o7 D-ic- .r( 

i83rintin5 .nd ,-.doD 8.,Iin5>  

I83rintin5 i, . 3.tt(rn tr.n,7(r t(c-ni9u( t-.t -., <((n ,ucc(,,7u006 u,(d 7or 

3.tt(rnin5 non-tr.dition.0 8.t(ri.0,>J T-( i83rintin5 3roc(,, u,(, . 8o0d Dit- t-( d(,ir(d 

3.tt(rn 8.d( <6 ,t.nd.rd 0it-o5r.3-6> R(c(nt06@ 3o06-di8(t-60,i0oC.n( LPDMSO 8o0d, 

8.d( u,in5 ,o7t 0it-o5r.3-6 -.)( .0,o <((n u,(d> T-i, 8o0d i, t-(n <rou5-t in cont.ct 

Dit- t-( 8.t(ri.0 t-.t n((d, to <( 3.tt(rn(d> T-( D(tt(d 8o0d i, t-(n cont.ct(d to .not-(r 
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substrate to transfer the material onto that substrate. Ad5usting the surface properties can 

control the wetting and de-wetting of the mold and the substrate. The imprinting modes 

have been used to pattern a variety of materials and substrates including 3-dimensional 

multi-layer patterning.  

An alternative to imprinting is the use of a shadow or dry mask. The term ?dry@ is 

used because no solvents are required to deposit the patterned mask onto the substrate.3-5 

The earliest shadow masks were rigid silicon wafers that were etched through. These 

silicon shadow masks can be cleaned and re-used making their use relatively low-cost. 

Bowever, the problem with this method is that an air gap always exists between the mask 

and the substrate, giving rise to features larger than the mask openings due to lateral 

leakage and oblique deposition.  

Patterned polymeric films provide better adhesion to the substrates to be patterned 

and hence are good candidates for shadow masks. Fackman et. al used a patterned PDMS 

layer as a shadow mask.6 The technique involved spinning a layer of PDMS on a 

substrate previously patterned with SU8 structures. The PDMS membrane was then 

peeled off and spread on the substrate to be patterned. Although this method was used to 

pattern a variety of materials including gels and biological molecules, the handling and 

the alignment of the thin membrane is not straightforward. More recently parylene films 

patterned with standard lithography and reactive ion etching have been used as shadow 

masks.M These masks have the advantage that parylene can be mechanically peeled from 

hydrophilic substrates after patterning. Parylene can also be patterned by non-

lithographic methods.8  
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$e &resent a &hoto.litho1ra&hicall3 &atterned &ar3lene.567 bi.la3er 9icrostencil 

that can be :sed for 9icro&atternin1< =he &ar3lene la3er enables 9echanical &eelin1 of 

the h3brid fil9 fro9 a h3dro&hilic s:bstrate and eli9inates the :se of harsh che9icals 

t3&icall3 re>:ired for releasin1 the resist< =he 567 la3er is &hoto.litho1ra&hicall3 

&atterned ens:rin1 ali1n9ent ?ith e@istin1 feat:res< =he role of the 567 la3er is to 

&roAide a 9asB for &ar3lene etchin1 as ?ell as &roAide hei1ht to the 9icrostencil for 

controllin1 the a9o:nt of 9aterial &atterned< ClternatiAel3D the a9o:nt of 9aterial 

&atterned can be e@ternall3 controlled :sin1 a Aariet3 of techni>:es incl:din1 s&in coatin1 

and thin fil9 de&osition< =he 9icrostencils ?ere defined on siliconD 1lassD and &ol39er 

s:bstratesD and then :sed to &attern che9icall3 and ther9all3 sensitiAe co9&o:nds 

incl:din1 cellsD ?a@D solD and EF=GH=M< 

 

Material and Methods 

 

Microstencil fabrication 

 Cs sho?n in Ji1:re "<K the fabrication be1ins b3 de&ositin1 a L !9 &ar3lene fil9 

on the ?afer MHN5 LOKO PCQEG=RST LU 5&ecialt3 Eoatin1 53ste9sD Vndiana&olisD VWX< 

5ilicon ?afers MYKOOZD [OO !9 thicBD KO c9 dia9eterXD borofloat 1lass ?afer M[OO !9 

thicBD KO c9 dia9eterXD and c3clic olefin co&ol39er &la>:es ML 99 thicBD \eon 

Ehe9icalsX ?ere :sed in this st:d3< 567 MMicroEhe9 Eor&<D We?tonD MCX ?as then s&in 

coated on the ?afer< =he ?afer ?as baBed at #[GE and ][GE on a hot &late< =he desired 

&attern ?as then e@&osed on the ?afer :sin1 a 9asB ali1ner MEannon HPC [OKJCD ^O[n9 

?aAelen1thD [[O li1ht inte1ralX< C &ost baBe ?as &erfor9ed at #[GE and ][GE after 
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which the w*fer w*s .e/elope. in 456 .e/eloper 78icro9hem 9orp.< =ewton< 8>?. @he 

spin spee.< A*Bing time< *n. .e/eloping times /*ries with the gr*.e of 456 *n. the t*rget 

thicBness. @he con.itions c*n Ae oAt*ine. .irectlD from the suppliers. @he p*rDlene film 

w*s then etche. using oFDgen pl*sm* re*cti/e ion etching 7GHI JKKKL 4outh M*D 

@echnologies< 1KKw*tts *n. 1KKm@ oFDgen pl*sm*?. @he .esire. m*teri*l w*s then 

.eposite. onto the eFpose. suAstr*te with the 456Op*rDlene hDAri. l*Der ser/ing *s * 

sh*.ow m*sB. 

 

 

Figure 3. 1. Process flow for the microstencil process. 
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Cell preparation and patterning 

C%C&% 'ell* +ere -aintained in 34l5e''o7* -odi8ied 9agle7* -edi4- ;3<9<= 

*4pple-ented +it? &@A 8etal 5oBine *er4- ;CDS=F &GG 4nitH-l peni'illinF &GG !gH-l 

*trepto-I'inF and GJ%K -gH-l LMgl4ta-ine in a ?4-idi8ied @A CN% HK@A air in'45ator at 

"O!CJ C%C&% -Io5la*t* +ere gro+n to approPi-atelI #GA 'on8l4en'e 5e8ore 5eing 

+a*?ed ;+it? p?o*p?ateM5488ered *aline *ol4tion=F trIp*iniQedF and *eeded onto t?e gla** 

*45*trateJ R?e 'ell* +ere t?en '4lt4red in a CN% in'45ator 8or & ?rJ S45*eS4entlI t?e 'ell* 

+ere 8iPed and ePa-ined on an inBerted -i'ro*'ope ;TiUon R9M"GG= +it? a &GV 

o5We'tiBeJ Dla'U and +?ite i-age* +ere 'apt4red +it? a CC3 'a-era ;Xa-a-at*4 

NYCZM9&GG=J Cell '4lt4re reagent* +ere o5tained 8ro- [nBitrogen ;Carl*5adF CZ= 4nle** 

ot?er+i*e -entionedJ 

 

Sol preparation and patterning 

R?e preparation o8 &A \tHZl%N" *ol 5egin* 5I ?eating "# -l o8 deioniQed +ater to 

#@ oC in a 'oni'al 8la*UJ "JK]# g o8 Zl4-in4- [*opropoPide ;Z[\= +a* added to t?e 

?eated +ater 4nder Bigoro4* *tirringJ R?e 'oni'al 8la*U +a* t?en 'onne'ted to a total 

re8l4P 'onden*er and t?e *l4rrI +a* *tirred at #@oC 8or & ?J %"" "l o8 XTN" a'id ;OGA 

+t= +a* added to t?e -iPt4re and t?e re8l4Ping 'onden*er +a* 'lo*edJ R?i* -iPt4re +a* 

*tirred 8or & ? again at #@oCJ GJGOK] g o8 \latin4- +a* added to ]JOG@ g o8 &F" 54tanediol 

in a *eparate 5eaUer and *tirred to di**olBe t?e \t 'o-pletelIJ R?e &F" 54tanediolM\t 

*ol4tion +a* added to t?e *ol ;at #@oC= and *tirred 8or & ?J R?e ?eater +a* t?en *+it'?ed 

o88 and t?e *ol4tion +a* *tirred 8or %^ ?J R?e patterned deBi'e +a* i--er*ed Berti'allI 

into t?e *ol *ol4tion at " '-H*F le8t i--er*ed 8or @ -inF and t?en +it?dra+n at " '-H*J 
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$%cess sol +as re.o/ed 1ro. the edges o1 the de/ice and the de/ice +as dried at 789:; 

1or "9 .in< =dditional coatings o1 the sol +ere then a>>lied to the de/ice +hich +as 

dried a1ter e/er? coating< @inall? the >attern +as >eeled and the de/ice +as calcined at 

AA9:; 1or 7A .in<  

 

Bond strength testing 

Bhe strength o1 the Cond Cet+een t+o the t+o la?ers o1 a h?Crid de/ice +as tested 

.echanicall? using an EBF =lliance RB"9 electro.echanical test 1ra.e HEBF F?ste.s 

;or><I EJK< Bhe t+o sides o1 the h?Crid de/ice +ere Conded to t+o steel >latens using a 

steel +eld e>o%? HLBM Per1or.ance Pol?.ersI Ri/iera BeachI @PK< Bhe asse.Cl? +as 

then 1i%ed into the Cond tester and >ulled a>art at a rate o1 QR9 !.S.in< BestMorTsU 

so1t+are HEBF F?ste.s ;or><I EJK +as used to collect and anal?Ve data during tensile 

testing< Poad and dis>lace.ent data +ere recorded< Bond ?ield strength +as calculated 

using the Conded area and the 1ailure load< 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

Basic Process 

 Bhe Casic >rocess 1lo+ 1or >atterning .aterials using .icrostencils is sho+n in 

@igures "<7 and "<8< = >ar?lene 1il. is de>osited on a h?dro>hilic suCstrate 1ro. +hich it 

can Ce .echanicall? >eeled< = FWX 1il. is s>un on to> o1 the >ar?lene and the desired 

>attern is >hotoYlithogra>hicall? trans1erred to the FWX 1il.< Bhe FWX >attern >ro/ides 

the .asT to etch the >ar?lene 1il. in the desired areas to e%>ose the suCstrate< L1 reZuiredI 
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the SU8 layer can also provide the desired height in the vertical direction for controlling 

the amount of material deposited. ;he parylene<SU8 microstencil can be mechanically 

peeled off using twee?ers.  

 

!igure 3. 2. +atterning using microstencils4 a) +atterned microstencil. b) Close view 

of one window. c) SEM image of patterned wax on the surface. d) +eeled off 

paryleneCSU8 microstencil. 
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This microfabrication process does not require any wet chemicals and can be used 

on different substrates (Table 3.1). We have used cyclic olefin copolymer (COC) for the 

initial demonstration of this process and have patterned approximately 20 !m high 

structures on both glass and COC using the 2015 grade of SU8 (2000 rpm spin rate). The 

final heights of the microstencil were 19.9 !m and 19.8 !m for glass and COC 

respectively. In all cases, a 2 !m parylene layer was used and ensured successful peel-off 

from all substrates. This microstenciling technique is also versatile with regard to the 

broad range of materials that can be patterned, particularly those that are too sensitive to 

be patterned by traditional mechanisms.  

Substrate SU8 grade  

Viscosity 

(cSt) 
Intended 

thickness of SU8 

(!m) 

Final 

thickness of 

microstencil 

(!m) 

 Silicon 5 290 5 3.9 

Silicon 2015 1250 21 20.6 

Silicon 2075 22000 110 109 

Glass 2015  1250 21 19.9 

COC 2015 1250 21 19.8 

Table 3. 1. Microstencil thickness for different cases. 

 

 The amount of the material deposited by this technique can be controlled either 

externally or through self-regulation. External control mechanisms such as spin coating 

and self assembly based on surface energies can also be obtained using traditional resists. 

Microstencils offer to extend these techniques to chemically and biologically sensitive 

materials. Additionally the microstencil process also offers the ability to control the 
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amount of material deposited based on the height of the microstencil. The height of the 

SU8 structures can be controlled easily from 1-100 !m using different SU8 grades and 

processing conditions. We have used this technique to pattern three different heights of 

approximately 4 !m, 20 !m, and 110 !m, all with a parylene layer of approximately 

2 !m (Fig. 3.3).  The conditions used for these are listed in Table 3.1. We have been able 

to control the height of the microstencil to within a few microns of the designed height, 

and the accuracy can be further improved by optimizing the process conditions (e.g., spin 

rate, plasma characteristics). The height of the patterned SU8 for all three conditions is 

approximately equal to the final height of the parylene-SU8 hybrid film, suggesting that 

the etch rates of the SU8 and the parylene are approximately equal for the etching 

conditions used. 

 

Figure 3. 3. S+M images of SU-8 pattern with different heights. 
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External control 

 $e &a(e )*e+ +,--erent external 3ec&an,*3* -or controll,n6 t&e t&,c7ne**e* o- t&e 

+e8o*,te+ 3ater,al ,ncl)+,n6 re6)late+ +,8 coat,n6 an+ *8,nn,n69 :,8 coat,n6 ,* a *tan+ar+ 

8roce+)re -or +e8o*,t,on o- *ol 3ater,al* on *);*trate* <,t& t&e &e,6&t o- t&e -,nal 

*tr)ct)re controlle+ ;= t&e coat,n6 8ara3eter* an+ t&e n)3;er o- coat* a88l,e+9 > *,l,con 

*);*trate 8atterne+ <,t& a ? @A !3 t&,c7 8ar=leneBCDEF@GAH 3,cro*tenc,l <a* +,8 coate+ 

<,t& a *ol *ol)t,on I+e*cr,;e+ earl,erJ9 K&e 8ar=leneBCDE 3,cro*tenc,l <a* t&en 8eele+ o-- 

an+ t&e +e(,ce <a* calc,ne+ at HGGLM -or #G 3,n)te*9 K&ree +,--erent &e,6&t* o- G9H !3N 

A !3N an+ A9H !3 -or t&e -,nal -,l3 <ere o;ta,ne+ ;= 8er-or3,n6 AN @N an+ # re8et,t,on* o- 

t&e +,8 8roce** re*8ect,(el= IO,69 #9"aJ9 >* *een -ro3 t&e O,6)re #9"; t&e 3,cro*tenc,l 

8roce** re*)lte+ ,n a (er= )n,-or3 la=er <,t& no crac7* e(en -or a relat,(el= t&,c7 la=er9 

K&e ;)38 on t&e e+6e o- t&e coate+ *ol ,* 3o*t l,7el= +)e to t&e ca8,llar= e--ect ;et<een 

t&e 8atterne+ CDE <all* an+ t&e l,P),+ *ol9 C)r-ace treat3ent to *)88re** t&,* e--ect co)l+ 

;e )*e+ ,- t&,* nonF)n,-or3,t= nee+* to ;e a(o,+e+9  

>not&er exa38le <&ere t&e &e,6&t ,* externall= controlle+ an+ <&ere ,t ,* 

a+(anta6eo)* to a(o,+ &ar*& c&e3,cal* ,* t&e 8attern,n6 o- MQKLRKS9 MQKLRKS ,* a 

Ke-lonFl,7e coat,n6 )*e+ -or ;on+,n69 K&e tra+,t,onal 8roce** ,n(ol(e* *8,nn,n6 

MQKLRKS on t&e +e(,ceN *8,nn,n6 an+ 8attern,n6 re*,*tN 8la*3a etc&,n6 t&e MQKLRKSN 

an+ -,nall= *tr,88,n6 a<a= t&e re*,*t9 K&e )*e o- c&e3,cal* a--ect* t&e 8ro8ert,e* o- t&e 

MQKLRKS an+ *);*eP)entl= t&e ;on+ *tren6t&9 >n alternat,(e ,* to )*e t&e 3,cro*tenc,l 

a* *&o<n ,n O,6)re #9H9 Tere a #9U !3 8ar=leneFCDE 3,cro*tenc,l ,* 8atterne+ to 3atc& 

t&e c&annel area9 MQKLRKS ,* t&en *8)n at AGGG r83 an+ ;a7e+ at ?AGGLM on a &ot 8late 
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for 15 min to yield a height of ~2 !m. The channel is then gently peeled off to leave the 

clear channel areas (Fig. 3.5a-c). Bonding is performed in a hot press at a pressure of 

~1000 psi and temperature of 100O C. Subsequent fluidic tests with a FITC-labeled 

Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) show that there is no leakage or clogging of the 

microchannel (Fig. 3.5d). The bond strength was measured using the procedure described 

earlier and was found to be approximately 4 times higher than those that were bonded 

using traditional patterning techniques. 

The microstencil process was also used to pattern thin films deposited with a 

conventional e-beam evaporator. Microstencils were formed on a silicon substrate having 

2000 Å of thermal oxide for electrical isolation. 1000 Å of platinum thin films with 

300 Å of titanium as an adhesion layer were deposited through the micostencil pattern of 

heater lines. For the two lines patterned by this technique, resistances of 165 ! and 

420 ! were obtained, close to the designed resistances of ~190 ! and ~400 ! 

respectively. It should be noted that the exact resistances cannot be predicted even with a 

traditional patterning process due to the variations in the deposition for different runs as 

well as variations across a single wafer. The externally controlled patterning of metal 

demonstrates the feasibility of using the microstencil as an alternative resist, while the sol 

and cytop patterning demonstrate its applicability to non-traditional materials.  
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Figure 3. *.+ytop patterning. a). 3 c). 5eeling the parylene-9:; membrane with a 

twee?er from the channel area after spinning +BTD5. d). Dptical image of a 

bonded device that is filled with a fluorescent solution. 
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!elf-regulated patterning 

$he amount of the material deposited can also 5e controlled internall6 56 the 

material-microstencil interaction and material su5strate interaction. $his t6pe of 

internall6 controlled or self-regulated patterning using microstencils eliminates the 

re:uirement for an external mechanism for controlling the amount of material deposited. 

$he first scheme for self-regulation in<ol<es using the height of the microstencil to 

s:ueegee materials that are in li:uid or paste-like forms with the resulting height of the 

deposited material 5eing approximatel6 e:ual to the height of the microstencil.  

 

Figure 3. 6. 4ax patterning6 !urface profiles of different thicknesses of wax 

patterned using the microstencils. 

 

?n example of this techni:ue is the patterning of wax. ?fter the microstencil was 

patterned on a de<ice @Figs. 3.Ca and 3.C5D the temperature of the de<ice was raised using 

a heating chuck connected to an oil 5ath. Excess Fogitech wax was then applied o<er the 
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patterned substrate using a squeegee. The device was removed from the heating chuck 

and allowed to cool to room temperature. The microstencil was then peeled off to define 

the wax structures (Fig. 3.2c, d). Different microstencil heights were used to deposit 

4 !m, 25 !m, 47 !m, and 60 !m high wax structure (Fig. 3.6). It should be noted that due 

to the volume contraction associated with phase change the final height of the wax 

column was slightly less than the height of the microstencil. If the height of the wax 

column is critical the microstencil height can be designed to compensate for this 

contraction. An added advantage of this technique is the photolithographic alignment of 

the patterned wax (via the openings in the microstencil) with the underlying features on a 

previously patterned substrate (Fig. 3.2c).  

 

Figure 3. *. Protein patterning1 Patterns of fluorescently labeled BSA protein with 

different length and widths. 

 

The second scheme for self-regulation is self-assembly of sensitive biological and 

chemical materials on a substrate. The surface charges on proteins and cells enable them 

to adhere spontaneously to the substrate. Figure 3.7 shows an optical micrograph of FITC 
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labeled Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) protein on a silicon substrate using an 

approximately 20 !m microstencil as the mask. The device was flushed with 0.5 g/L 

solution of the BSA and the solvent was allowed to evaporate at room temperature after 

which the microstencil was peeled off. Patches as small as 100 !m by 60 !m were 

patterned by this method.  

 

 

!igure (. *. Cell patterning1 2ine of C5C65 cells seeded on glass substrate. 

  

Another example of self-assembly using microstencils is the patterning of cells. 

C2C12 myoblasts were patterned on a glass substrate using an approximately 20 !m 

thick parylene/SU8-2015 layer. In this process the microstencils were automatically 

released by the cell culture medium and were then rinsed off from the patterned area. The 

deposition of the cells is governed by the interaction of the cells and the glass substrate 

alone resulting in a monolayer of the patterned cells (Fig 3.8). The microstencils enable 

the self-assembled patterning of these biological molecules by eliminating the 

requirement for chemical release of the masking layer. 
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Conclusions 

  

$%& us& o* +,+- .&c%nolo2i&s *o4 566lic5.ions in7ol7in2 c%&8ic5ll9 5n: 

.%&485ll9 s&nsi.i7& ;ioc%&8ic5l co86oun:s %5s 6l5c&: 5 :&85n: *o4 .%& :&7&lo68&n. o* 

n&< 8ic4o*5;4ic5.ion .&c%ni=u&s> $%& 8ic4o?65..&4nin2 64oc&:u4& 64&s&n.&: in .%is <o4@ 

us&s no %54s% c%&8ic5ls 5n: &n5;l&s in.4insic con.4ol o7&4 .%& 58oun. o* 85.&4i5l 

:&6osi.&: ;9 5:Aus.in2 .%& %&i2%. o* .%& 65..&4n&: s.4uc.u4&s> $%is .&c%ni=u& is 7&49 

7&4s5.il& 5s i. c5n ;& us&: on 5 l542& 754i&.9 o* su;s.45.&s> $%&s& 8ic4o65..&4ns <&4& us&: 

.o :&*in& c&lls 5n: 64o.&ins .%5. c5n ;& us&: in ;iolo2ic5l 566lic5.ions> B%o.o?

li.%o2456%ic5ll9 5li2n&: <5C colu8ns c5n ;& us&: *o4 754ious 566lic5.ions .%5. 4&=ui4& 

65..&4n&: 6545**ins suc% 5s 6%5s&?c%5n2& 75l7&sD> ,C.&4n5ll9 con.4oll&: *il8s o* CF$GB 

65..&4n&: in .%& 5;s&nc& o* %54s% c%&8ic5ls %57& ;&&n s%o<n .o 9i&l: %i2%&4 ;on: 

s.4&n2.%H 5n: .%& sol 65..&4n&: ;9 .%is 8&.%o: c5n ;& us&: .o :&*in& c5.5l9s. *o4 

566lic5.ions li@& 8ic4o?*u&l c&lls> $%us .%is 8ic4os.&ncil .&c%ni=u& <ill %&l6 in.&245.& 

non?.45:i.ion5l 85.&4i5ls <i.% .45:i.ion5l 8ic4o*5;4ic5.&: :&7ic&s>  
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Introduction 

 
 

D%&'nd *or -'rtic1%2 3it4 24'-% 'nd int%r'ction 'ni2otro-5 i2 *u%1%d 75 

'--1ic'tion2 in 2%1*8'22%&7159: #: dru; d%1i<%r5 c'rri%r d%2i;n= 'nd 7'rcodin;4?  Su7t1% 

c4'n;%2 in -'rtic1% 'ni2otro-5 -roduc% 2ur-ri2in; %**%ct2?  For %B'&-1%: tr'n2*or&in; ' 

rod *ro& ' 2-4%roc51ind%r to 'n %11i-2oid %1i&in't%2 it2 2&%ctic -4'2% 'nd t4% tr'n2ition 

-r%22ur% o* t4% 1iCuid cr52t'1 cu7'tic -4'2% i2 1inD%d to cu7% rou;4n%22": E?  In 'ddition: 

-'rtic1% 24'-% i2 ' d%t%r&in'nt o* t4% %**ic'c5 o* &'cro-4';% -4';oc5to2i2=?  T4% 

ric4n%22 o* '--1ic'tion2 *or 'ni2otro-ic -'rtic1%2 4'2 dri<%n r%2%'rc4 in n%3 -'rtic1% 

25nt4%2i2 t%c4niCu%2?  B'tc4 25nt4%2%2 4'<% 5i%1d%d ' 7ro'd 'rr'5 o* *'c%t%d: 7r'nc4%d 

'nd -'tt%rn%d -'rtic1%29 inc1udin; co11oid'1 &o1%cu1%2I: J '2 3%11 '2 -'tc45K 'nd L'nu29M 

-'rtic1%2?  E1%ctric'1: o-tic'1: &';n%tic 'nd d%*or&'tion *i%1d2 4'<% '12o 7%%n '--1i%d to 

-roduc% 'ni2otro-ic co11oid'1 -'rtic1%299? 

Uni*or&it5 o* 'ni2otro-ic -'rtic1% 24'-% 'nd int%rn'1 2tructur% i2 critic'1 to 2%1*8

'22%&71% co&-1%B 2tructur%2 'nd 'rr'52 *or %nd8u2% '--1ic'tion2 2uc4 '2 -4otonic 7'nd 

;'- &'t%ri'129#?  A&on; t4% %B-1o2ion o* r%c%nt 25nt4%tic &%t4od2: t3o c1'22%2 Q t4o2% 

7'2%d on con*in%&%nt %**%ct2 'nd t4o2% 7'2%d on &icro*1uidic2 Q 5i%1d %Bc%-tion'1 

uni*or&it5?  Fir2t: Ri' 'nd co3orD%r2 4'<% *or&%d co11oid'1 &o1%cu1%2 'nd c4'in2 75 
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confinement of particles in patterned surfaces and channels8, 13 while 8u and coworkers14 

have formed non-closed packed lattices by self-assembly of millimeter scale beads 

confined in packed columns.  Second, microfluidic methods have introduced the 

possibility of continuous synthesis. Aor example, two-phase flow through a 

microfabricated noDDle or T-Function yields droplets of controlled siDe that can be 

subsequently solidified into particles15.  Alternatively, local regions of a monomer 

solution have been polymeriDed by flow-through photolithography16. 

To date, confinement-based synthetic methods lack the continuous processing 

capability of microfluidics including the potential for programmable operation.  

Meanwhile, the microfluidics methods, all based on the solidification of liquid 

precursors, lack the means to flexibly introduce complex internal shape and material 

anisotropy.  Combining the attributes of confinement and microfluidics in a single 

synthesis method would yield the ability to simultaneously program highly uniform shape 

and material sequences into the particles.  Such a flexible method could be applied to 

continuously produce particles with classes of anisotropy that are not available through 

either approach, or by any other method. 

Lere we introduce such a continuous synthesis technique based on the principles of 

confinement, microfluidic processing and permanent bonding to yield particles with 

novel and configurable forms of shape and material anisotropy.  Mn addition to possessing 

global shape anisotropy, these particles also incorporate new forms of local anisotropy, 

including repeated bond angles, concavity and uniform roughness.  8ith software 

programmable microfluidics, the material anisotropy of linear chains can be designed to 

yield homogeneous (type “A”), surfactant-like (type “A-B”) or tri-block (type “A-B-A”) 
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internal se,-en.es / all 0rod-.ed in a sin3le de4i.e5  Moreo4er7 the .ontin-o-s 9l-id 

0ro.essin3 :ethod :a;es onl< :ini:al .onstraints on the in0-t 0re.-rsor 0arti.les5  

=h-s7 altho-3h here >e -se late? @eads >ith di99erent o0ti.al si3nat-res to distin3-ish 

@et>een ABC and ADC t<0e7 the ri.h arra< o9 :aterials and .he:istries that ha4e @een 

0re4io-sl< in.or0orated into :i.ro0arti.les are e,-all< >ell .o:0ati@le >ith the :ethod5  

De.a-se o9 the :ethodEs 0ro3ra::a@ilit< and the -ni,-e >a< in >hi.h sha0e and 

:aterial anisotro0< are .o:@ined in the s<nthesis 0rod-.ts7 anisotro0i. 0arti.les 

0rod-.ed @< it >ill @e a00li.a@le to areas o9 the .he:i.al s.ien.es s-.h as @ar.odin3FG7 

sel9Hasse:@l<FI and dr-3 deli4er< .arrier desi3nJ5 

 

Material and Methods 

 

Materials   

Kol<st<rene :i.ros0heres >ere -sed as 0re.-rsors5 =he :an-9a.t-rer re0orted 

dia:eter o9 the lar3e and s:all s0heres is LF5F# M N5N# !: and O5OF M N5GJ !:7 

res0e.ti4el<5  =he s:all 0arti.les .ontain a d<e to distin3-ish the:=he .arrier sol4ent 

di:eth<l s-l9o?ide PQMRS7 Ri3:aHBldri.hT >as sele.ted @e.a-se o9 its hi3h @oilin3 

te:0erat-re PFIO !UT and its nonHs>ellin3 intera.tion >ith 0ol<st<rene P.KRVQMRS W F5JX 

at L"YU and F5LN at INYUTLI5   
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Microfabricated device  

Fluidic c)annels and .etal )eater 1ere fabricated on o55osite sides of a 5olis)ed 

6ilicon o7ide 1afer 89": !. t)ic;ness< =::.. dia.eter< ":::> t)er.al o7ide la?er@A  

For c)annel etc)ing< 5)otoresist 8PD =EFG@ 1as s5un< 5atterned and develo5ed in MF J=K 

solutionA  L)e o7ide la?er of t)e develo5ed region 1as etc)ed in buffered )?drofluoric 

acid solutionA  M)annels 1ere etc)ed in a 6L6 Nee5 reactive ion etc)erA Ofter etc)ing< t)e 

o7ide la?er on t)e c)annel side 1as again stri55edA  Metal )eaters 1ere fabricated on t)e 

bac;side b? liftPoff of a LiQPt 8J::>Q=:::>@ la?er in acetone solutionA  Ports for sa.5le 

inRection and fluidic control 1ere .ade b? electroc)e.ical disc)arge drilling of a glass 

1afer 8P?re7 GG9:< =::.. dia.eter< G:: !.@ t)at )ad been cleaned in )?drogen 

5ero7idePsulfuric acid .i7ture 8=SJ vQv@A  L)e resulting glass and silicon 1afers 1ere 

aligned< anodicall? bonded< diced and 1ired to a 5rinted circuit boardA   

 

Fluidic control 

O soft1are configured 5ressure< vacuu.< or neutral load 1as a55lied t)roug) 

s?ringes connected to eac) 5ortA  Lo ra5idl? s1itc) 8ts1itc) T " .s@ bet1een t)e t)ree 

states during a s?nt)esis c?cle< s?ringes 1ere connected to a set of FP1a? and JP1a? 

solenoid valves 8Uu.atec)@ t)at 1ere o5erated b? co.5uter control 8Vabvie1 GA=< 

Uational Wnstru.ents@A  

 

Particle fusing 

Fusing is acco.5lis)ed at a te.5erature set b? controlling a LiQPt )eater 

fabricated on t)e bac; of t)e c)i5A  L)e resistance value of t)e .etal )eater is T:AJK X!A  
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$using is accomplished 3y raising the temperature to a set point that can 3e 7aried 

3et8een 9 : #" ; <" =C?  @t the condition oA "B CDC E9 : <B=CF Ausing is achie7ed in 

less than GBB ms? @Ater heating, the particle is cooled 3y con7ecti7e Alo8 and then 

released into the collection cham3er?   

 

"mage acquisition and processing   

In situ imaging oA the particles in de7ice 8as accomplished 8ith a stereoscope 

EOlympus SLMNOPF and digital camera EQiRon CoolpiS T"BBF?  UighNresolution particle 

images 8ere acquired 8ith OBS, TBS and #BS o3Wecti7es on upright ELeiss @SioscopeF or 

in7erted EQiRon Xclipse 9XPBBBNYF microscopes?  Zond angles 3et8een the Aused 

particles 8ere measured in the Aollo8ing 8ay[  9he edge detection tool oA image analysis 

soAt8are EImage\ O?GTs, Qational Institute oA UealthF 8as used to Aind particle 

3oundaries? ]article centroids 8ere determined Arom particle 3oundaries?  9he 3ond angle 

relati7e to the particles central aSis 8as determined Arom the centroid locations? 

 

2esults and Discussion 

 

5ynthesis Concept, Design and :peration   

In our approach E$ig T?O@F, programma3le Aluid Alo8 is used to sequentially 

transport precursor particles through a series oA narro8 Ei?e?, approSimately one particle 

diameter in 8idth and depthF channels?  @ constriction or 8eir in the channel collects the 

particle sequence 8ith programmed anisotropy in the production ^one?  @ 7ariety oA 

techniques can 3e used to 3ond the anisotropic assem3ly including sintering, YCNinitiated 
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photopolymerization, carboxyl-amine chemistry, DNA hybridization or receptor-ligand 

binding.  After bonding, the flow is reversed to release the manufactured particle for 

collection and use.  A key feature of this scheme is that metering lines located along the 

production zone allow the internal (material) sequence of the particle chain to be 

specified by means of a series of software programmed pressure actuation steps. For 

example, each of the material sequences (products) shown at Fig. 4.1A right can be made 

by means of the two-metering line device. 

Fig 4.1B reports the steps of a typical synthesis cycle. The particle produced is a 

linear chain of homogeneous sequence with regular, alternating bond angles.  The 

geometry of the production zone fixes both the length (N = 11) and bond angle (angle 

relative to particle centerline, a = 29.3° ± 2.3°).   Continuous flow (Q ~ 3.5 !l/min) 

through the production zone compresses the sequence.  An on-chip resistive heater raises 

the local temperature to near the glass transition point to fuse the particles into a 

permanently bonded chain.  The minimum time for fusing is 300 ms. The high-resolution 

optical micrograph shows that the alternating structure created by the fluidic processing is 

conserved during the fusing step. 
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Figure 4. 1 (A) Schematic diagram of the continuous synthesis process. Particles 

(0.05 wt%) flow single-file in DMSO to the production zone (i) where they undergo 

reaction (ii) and collection (iii). The length and width of the zone and the actuation 

of input and metering lines control the sequence synthesized. Depending on 

actuation, each of three kinds of chains shown can be synthesized. (B) Image 

sequence shows the operational steps involved in the synthesis of a particle chain by 

thermal fusing. The sequence is loaded (i), fused (ii) and released (iii).  Arrows show 

direction of flow.  The input particles are 21.1 !m polystyrene beads. Fusing is 

accomplished at T = 80 °C by operating a Ti/Pt heater fabricated on the back of the 

chip. After heating, the particle is cooled by convective flow and then released into 

the collection chamber.  (iv) High-resolution optical microscopy image of the 

particle chain synthesized.  The tail of the particle has been imprinted with the 

geometry of the flow constriction at the end of the production zone.  The sphericity 

of the particles in the chain is a function of the fusing temperature. 
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$ne une(pected effect of applying vacuum pressure to the weir during the thermal 

profile, as shown in the Fig 4.1? micrograph, is that the shape of the weir is imprinted on 

the tail of the synthesi@ed chain.  This imprint uniquely identifies a particleCs head and 

tail, thereby appro(imately doubling the amount of information that could be encoded in 

their anisotropic structure for applications such as colloidal barcodingE. Ff desired, 

actuating the weir pressure profile during the production step removes the shape effect 

(as shown, e.g., for chains in Fig 4.4). 

 

Figure 4. *.  Typical operation cycle to produce the anisotropic particle shown in 

Fig. 4.1.  9even channels (numbered as in left panel) are actuated among three states 

(positive pressure, positive vacuum, neutral) to load precursor spheres, washAmeter 

the seBuence of particles pacCed at the weir, fuse the pacCed seBuence, and eject it 

into the product reservoir. 

 

Figure 4.2 describes how pressure inputs to the device are used to control the 

loading, washing, fusing and release steps in each synthesis cycle. Jressure is actuated 

among three states including highK, neutralK, and lowKpressure settings at seven channels.  

Le note that the wash step is included in every synthesis cycle to avoid or remove 

defective assemblies prior to the fusion step. 
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Figure 4. 3.  +ffect of fusing temperature on the sphericity of particles configured 

into anisotropic chains.  As the fusing temperature is increased from 65°C (A) to 85° 

(B) particles in the chain increasingly soften and distort along the microchannel wall 

of the production zone.  The sphericity of the particles is greater at the lower set 

point fusing temperature than at the higher set point. 

 

Eynthesis uniformity   

An effect of the thermal profile is to flatten the sides of the particles that comprise 

the chain4 as shown in Fig 4.:B (i=).  This flattening is due to slight distortion of the 

particles Ay the microchannel walls as they are softened during fusing. Chile this nonD

sphericity may Ae desiraAle for some applications4 the amount of distortion can Ae 

controlled or eliminated Ay adEusting the fusion temperature. Figure 4.3 reports the effect 

of the fusion temperature on the sphericity of the particles that are incorporated into the 

particle chains.  Ce find that during fusing the particles may flatten against the 

microchannel walls.  The degree of distortion is principally controlled Ay the fusing 

temperature.  At low fusing temperatures (T G 65°C)4 the particles soften to only a small 
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Figure 4. 4.  *ffect of channel geometry on chain bond angle.  (A) Image of 

synthesized particles chains with different bond angles.  The interior bond angles of 

the permanent chains from image processing are shown.  The number of monomers 

in each chain is consistent with the production zone geometry (i.e. width and length) 

used to produce it. (B) Aomparison of experimental and theoretical bond angles.  

*rror bars (standard error of the mean) are comparable to the size of the datum 

points.  A regime in which chains with irregular bond angles are formed is shaded 

at the right of the plot.  (A) Ahain with irregular bond angles formed in a 

microchannel of dimensionless width L/2R = 1.96.  The two (alternating) bond 

angles are 49.3 L 2.5° and OO.O L 3.O°. 
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anal'sis *c,f, .aterial and .et3ods5,  63e c3ains are 3ig3l' unifor9: t3e 9easured 9ean 

;ond angle a < =#,>? @it3 standard deAiationB s < C,D?,  In additionB t3e silicon deAices 

did not fail due to Fa99ingB clogging or fouling during t3e loadingB fusing or release 

p3ases of t3e production c'cle,  Hor eIa9pleB to dateB 9ultiple deAices 3aAe ;een 

eIercised for 3undreds of production c'cles @it3out o;serAing suc3 effects,  63usB t3e 

process reproduci;l' 'ields 3ig3l' unifor9 particles @it3 a lo@ failure rate,  Design 

features t3at contri;ute to perfor9ance include: *i5 dilute concentration of input particles 

*K L,LD @tM5 to eli9inate Fa99ingN *ii5 silicon su;strate to 9ini9iOe deAicePparticle 

ad3esionN *iii5 9etering *@as35 lines to ac3ieAe additional fluidic fleIi;ilit' and control,  

In particularB @e use a @as3 step in eAer' s'nt3esis c'cle *c,f, Higure >,#5 to re9oAe 

eIcess particles fro9 t3e top of t3e production Oone and t3ere;' aAoid fusing defectiAe 

asse9;lies, 

!

"#si&n!(n)!*+n,-+.!+/!0nis+,-+1i2!3(-,i2.#!4n,#-n(.!5,-62,6-#   

63is 9et3od is a po@erful 9eans to configure t3e s3ape and seQuence of 

anisotropic particles,  Recause t3e ratio of c3annel @idt3 to particle dia9eter controls t3e 

;ond and torsional angles ;et@een precursor particlesB c3ain structure is re9iniscent of 

pol'9ers and can ;e Aaried fro9 linear to alternating to 3elicalCSB #L,   Suc3 corrugated 

c3ains also 3aAe local concaAit' potentiall' ;eneficial to drug deliAer' carrier design=,  In 

t3e siOe range of interest 3ereB a si9ple #D 9odel for t3e stacUing of indiAidual particles 

of radius V in a c3annel of @idt3 W is sin! !
!

2"
"1B @3ere a is t3e angle of a seg9ent 

connecting t3e centroids of t@o adFacent particles relatiAe to t3e centerline of t3e c3ainCS,  

As s3o@n in Hig >,>AB @e Aaried t3e ratio WPV to produce c3ains @it3 a Aar'ing fro9 
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$%&% ' #&() to %,&- ' $&()&  .ere the error is the standard de7iation8 s8 o9 all interior bond 

angles o9 the =hain&  >he agreement bet@een the bond angle model and the measAred 

a7erage is good8 as sho@n in Big C&CD& Es the bond angle is in=reased abo7e F "-)8 

synthesiHed =hains transition 9rom a regAlar strA=tAre @ith a AniIAe bond angle to an 

irregAlar one =hara=teriHed by t@o bond angles JBig& C&CCL8 again in good agreement @ith 

pre7ioAs stAdies o9 sphere pa=Nings$O& >hese resAlts sho@ that the pre=ise =ontrol o9 =hain 

strA=tAre yielded by mi=ro9abri=ation and 9lAidi= pro=essing propagates throAgh the 

9Asing step to the 9inished prodA=ts o9 the synthesis& 

Pe note that the interior bonds angles o9 the =hains are 7ery pre=ise Q the typi=al 

standard de7iation o9 angles in a =hain is less than $-R o9 the mean 7alAe8 parti=Alarly 

9or parti=les that are 9Ased sA=h that their spheri=ity is preser7ed J=&9& BigAre C&#L&  Sn this 

=ase8 the prin=iple determinants o9 the 7ariability in bond angles are the siHe 

polydispersity o9 the pre=Asor spheres Js T #&%RL and the 7ariation in the @idth o9 the 

mi=ro=hannel prodA=tion Hone Js T -&"RL& 

 

!ombining material and shape anisotropy   

Sn Big C&% @e sho@ that the methodUs =ombination o9 lo=al shape =ontrol and 

=on9igArable seIAen=e =an be applied to synthesiHe permanently bonded parti=les @ith 

ne@ Ninds o9 anisotropy&  Es an eVample o9 programmed 9lAidi= synthesis8 the top image 

seIAen=e reports parti=les prodA=ed in a prodA=tion Hone =on9igAred @ith t@o metering 

lines&  Dy =oApling the seIAential a=tAation o9 these lines @ith the inpAt 9lo@ o9 either E 

or D parti=les8 @e prodA=e EWD JBig C&%DL and EWDWE JBig C&%CL type seIAen=e 

anisotropy&  >he parti=les are reminis=ent o9 mole=Alar agents 9or assembly sA=h as 
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surfactants, associative thickeners and block copolymers.  These microscale materials 

however display structural rigidity that is absent from their molecular analogues.  Also in 

Figure 4.5, at bottom, we find that shape and material anisotropy can be combined to 

form particles with well-defined patchiness1.  To form triangular prisms21, we taper the 

geometry of the production zone.  The particles formed, shown in Fig. 4.5E, display 

uniform roughness useful for tuning liquid crystal phase boundaries6.  In Fig. 4.5F, we 

controllably introduce patchiness by labeling one vertex of the prism with a type A 

particle.  The remainder of the prism, populated with ~ 10 !m particles, shows roughness 

that differs from the particle formed from the ~ 20 !m spheres. 
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Figure 4. 5. Material and shape anisotropy produced by the method.  (A) Image of 

the production zone of a device configured with two metering lines for sequence 

control.  The scale bar is 100 !m.  The arrows indicate metering lines.  The device 

can be used to produce type A, A-B and A-B-A chains.  The large (type-A) and small 

(type-B) polystyrene particle sizes are 21.1 !m and 9.9 !m, respectively. The small 

particles contain a blue dye to distinguish them. The A-B-A particle sequence shown 

is formed by repetition of the following cycle at each metering location: First, 

particles of appropriate type (A or B) are packed into the channel. Second, excess 

particles are expelled by actuation of the metering line. From this single device 

design, chains with the material sequence heterogeneity of B and C are produced.  

The inset of Fig. 3C is high-resolution image showing that the internal structure of 

the small particles persists after fusing.  The scale bar is 20 !m.  The tapered 

channel production zone of D can be packed to form homogeneous triangular 

prisms with uniform roughness (E).  Combining type A and B particles results in 

both shape anisotropy and patchiness (F).  The size scalability of the method is 

shown in G.  FITC labeled spheres of 3.0 !m diameter are packed in a production 

zone of depth 8.5 !m.  The fused chain after release from the production zone is 

shown in (H).  The variable fluorescence records the alternating bond angles that 

result from vertical packing in the production zone microchannel. 
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Conclusion 

 
# $o&'()ul ,--(i/u-' o) -0' 1'-0o2 $('s'n-'2 is -0,- -0' $,(-icl'6s s'7u'nc' c,n /' 

28n,1ic,ll8 con-(oll'2 -0(ou90 )lui2ic $(oc'ssin9:  ;o( ins-,nc'< 1i=-u('s o) -8$' #< #>

?< ,n2 #>?># s-(uc-u('s coul2 ,ll /' 1,2' in , sin9l' lin',( c0,nn'l 2'@ic' &i-0 -0' )in,l 

co1$osi-ion o) -0' 1i=-u(' con-(oll'2 sol'l8 /8 so)-&,(':  A,(,ll'liB,-ion o) -0' c0,nn'ls 

in , sin9l' 2'@ic' o))'(s )u(-0'( $ossi/ili-i's )o( 'n0,nc'2 s8n-0'-ic )l'=i/ili-8 ,n2 

-0(ou90$u-:  ;o( '=,1$l'< -0' C:DE = D:"" 11F sin9l' c0,nn'l 2'@ic' o) ;i9: C? o$'(,-'s 

,- D:FG HB )o( -0' s8n-0'sis o) co((u9,-'2 c0,ins< i1$l8in9 ,n uno$-i1iB'2 $(o2uc-ion 

(,-' o) ICDG $,(-icl'sJ0ou(Jc1F:  K0is 's-i1,-' i1$li's -0' si1ul-,n'ous o$'(,-ion o) CD>

CDD c0,nn'ls in , sin9l' 2'@ic':  ;o( 1onoli-0ic c0,nn'ls< -0is 2'9('' o) $,(,ll'liB,-ion is 

consis-'n- &i-0 cu(('n- 1ic(o)lui2ic -'c0nolo98FL: K0us< 7u,n-i-i's n'c'ss,(8 )o( 

,$$lic,-ions suc0 ,s MN @isu,liB,-ion o) s'l)>,ss'1/l8 o( c'll $o$ul,-ion /,(co2in9 ,(' 

,cc'ssi/l' /8 1',ns o) -0is -'c0ni7u': 
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CHAPTE' ) 

MIC'OF./IDIC PA'TIC.E MOTIO1 I1 MIC'OCHA11E.2 

/2I13 P'E22/'E CO1T'O. 

 

Introduction 

 
T%& u(& o* +,rtic1&2cont,inin4 *1uid in 6icroc%,nn&1( %,( &7+,nd&d (i4ni*ic,nt18 

du& to it( &7c&11&nt 9i(u,1i:,tion +o;&r ,nd c,+,<i1it8 o* +,rtic1& 6,ni+u1,tion=  

Micro+,rtic1&( ;or? ,( tr,c&r +,rtic1&(@ *,ci1it,tin4 9i(u,1i:,tion o* co6+1&7 6icro*1o; 

(uc% ,( &1&tro?in&tic ,nd t%&r6,1 *1uid 6otion(A2B=  In ,ddition@ t%&8 ,r& tr,c&,<1& to 

6&,(ur& 6icro*1o; 9&1ocit85 i* t%& +,rtic1&( ,r& t%& ,++ro+ri,t& (i:& ,nd (%,+& to *o11o; 

t%& *1o; ;it%out di(ru+tin4 t%& *1o; *i&1d=  Micro+,rtic1&( %,9& ,1(o +ro9&n &7c&11&nt t&(t2

6,t&ri,1( *or <io6o1&cu1&( (uc% ,( DNA@ c&11@ ,nd +rot&in to +r&dict t%& <io6o1&cu1&(H 

6otion( in co6+1ic,t&d 1oc,1 condition( (uc% ,( t%& &1&ctric *i&1d 4r,di&nt ,nd 

4&o6&tric,1 c%,n4&(B@ I2J=  T%i( i( du& to t%& *,ct t%,t (i6i1,r2(i:&d +,rtic1&( ,r& 

o<t,in,<1&@ c1o(&18 6,tc%in4 t%o(& o* t%& <io6o1&cu1&(@ ;%ic% c,n <& &,(i18 6odi*i&d i* 

n&&d&d= Mor&o9&r@ ,((&6<1i&( o* 6icro+,rtic1&( ,r& ,tt,in&d t%rou4% t%& +,rtic1&2

cont,inin4 *1uid 6,ni+u1,tion in +,rticu1,r 4&o6&tri&(K2AL= T%& 6,ni+u1,tion o* t%& 

+,rtic1&2cont,inin4 *1uid in 6icroc%,nn&1( i( on& ,d9,nt,4&ou( 6&,n( o* contro11in4 

6icro+,rtic1&( ,( 9,riou( ?ind( o* +,rtic1&( 6,8 <& contro11&d (i6+18 <8 t%& (,6& 
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method.  +n this process, particle manipulation is achieved spontaneously along with fluid 

manipulation.  

 ;ither electrokinetic or pressure-driven forces primarily manipulate the particle-

containing fluid in the microchannels.  ;specially, the former allows both direct particle 

manipulation and indirect particle manipulation through carrier-fluid control.  

?ielectrophoresis (?;P) and ;lectrophoresis (;P) are two common methods employing 

electrokinetic force to manipulate charged or induced charged particles directly in the 

surrounding medium.  ?;P uses non-uniform AD electric fields in the 10kFz to 100 

MFz range to position cells or particles on or between electrodesI, 8, 1K-17, while ;P 

employs a ?D electric field to move and separate charged molecules and particlesI, L, 17. 

;lectroosmotic flow control is a representative method to control microflows 

electrokinetically and can be applied to control a particle-containing fluid.  

;lectroosmosis (;M) controls the motion of ionized liquid in microchannels, relative to 

stationary liquid, by an electric field1, I, 18, 1O.  For instance, if the channel wall is 

negatively charged (e.g., a glass channel), the counter ions in the electrical double layer 

are positive ions, which move toward the negative electrode, generating an ;M flow in 

that direction.  This fluid transportation is referred to as ;M pumping and it is widely 

used in microfluidic systems. 

Dontrol via pressure-driven flow in microchannels is another method of 

manipulating particle-containing fluid.  Mne advantage of pressure-driven control is that 

both charged and uncharged particles are transportable without specific separation.  

Additionally, complicated fabrication steps such as microelectrode fabrication are 

unnecessary if a simple, pressure-control is achieved through only a few different 
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external pressure settings.  For laminar flow in a microchannel, many forces such as 

gravitational and inertial are negligible and, especially, thermal motion is imperceptible 

for micro=scale particles18, 20.  Therefore, particles can flow easily from high to low 

pressure points if there is moderate fluidic resistance.  The fluidic resistance in 

microchannels is proportional to fluid viscosity and channel length and reciprocal to a 

channelBs cross=sectional area and a square of the hydraulic diameter18.  As a pressure 

difference is volumetric flow rate multiplied by fluidic resistance, the pressure gradient is 

controlled by changing channel geometries (i.e., channel length and a cross=sectional 

area) when other values (i.e., viscosity and volumetric flow rate) remain the same.  This 

control is simple and easyG however, it may provide higher=quality controls if such 

components as a confinement or a valve are employed in a system21, 22.  

Presented here is a new method to manipulate particles in a microchannel, 

primarily via controlling particle=containing fluid.  The flow control is achieved by 

performing a simple three=point pressure control (i.e., neutral, low, high=pressure 

settings) combined with the use of a geometric complex (i.e., a branched=channel 

network).  A microchannel with flow restriction, called a weir, is prepared to capture a 

specific number of particles in a channel.  The width of the weir is narrower than the 

diameter of a particle and the shape of the microchannel is varied to generate different 

particle=assembly shapes, (i.e., a linear chain, triangle, and M shapes).  Additional 

particle=free control lines are utilized to obtain specific sequence structures (i.e., A=L and 

A=L=A).  Although only polymeric particles are tested in the paper, this system is very 

applicable to biological molecules as well as metallic particles for many novel demands.  
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Moreover) the asse.bled str2ct2res 4ossess 5reat 4otential for vario2s a44lications s2ch 

as cell labelin5) .icrobarcodes) and novel cr9stals consistin5 of different 4articles: 

 

Materials and Methods 

 

Silicon device fabrication 

;he device fabrication incl2des fo2r different 4rocesses< silicon channel etchin5) 

5lass drillin5) and anodic bondin5 of silicon and 5lass sides: ;he fl2idic channels and 

.etal heaters are fabricated and ali5ned on either side of the 4olished Silicon o>ide ?afer 

@ABC !. thicDness) ECC.. dia.eter) BCCCF ther.al o>ide la9erG:  Hor silicon channel 

etchin5) 4hotoresist @IJ EKL"G is s42n) 4atterned b9 a channel .asD la9er) and develo4ed 

in the MH #EM sol2tion:  ;he o>ide la9er of the develo4ed area is etched in b2ffered 

h9drofl2oric acid sol2tion:  Nfter these litho5ra4h9 ste4s are 4erfor.ed) the ?afer is 

transferred into the S;S Oee4 Jeactive Pon Qtcher for channel etchin5:  Nfter etchin5 is 

co.4leted) the o>ide la9er on the channel side is stri44ed b9 2tiliRin5 b2ffered 

h9drofl2oric acid:  

Qlectroche.ical dischar5e drillin5 is acco.4lished on the 5lass ?afer @I9re> 

""AC) ECC.. dia.eter) "CC !.G to obtain holes for sa.4le inSections and fl2id control:  

;he 5lass ?afer is cleaned in Iiranha Tlean Sol2tion) ?hich is a .i>t2re of h9dro5en 

4ero>ide sol2tion and s2lf2ric acid sol2tion @E<# vUvG:  ;he obtained 5lass and Silicon 

?afers are ali5ned and bonded b9 anodic bondin5:  ;he bonded ?afer is s2bseV2entl9 

diced e.4lo9in5 a dicin5 sa?) and ?ired to a 4rinted circ2it board b9 5old ball ?ire 

bondin5 to obtain electrical connection:  ;he Silicon channel side re.ains o4en to b2ild a 
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fl&id interconnection s0stem2 to be obser4ed b0 stereoscope6  7lass pillars are bonded 

o4er each hole on the :lass b0 ;< :l&e for s0rin:e connection6  

 

Preparation of a silicon mold for a PDMS channel  

=he silicon mold is prepared for this >or? in order to control channel dimension 

precisel06  Positi4e photoresist APB CDE"F Shiple0 Ho62 Ie>ton2 MKL >as sp&n on a 

MeNameth0ldisilaOane AMMDSF Q6=6 Ra?er2 phillipsb&r:2 IQL coated silicon >afer 

ASCTTU2 #VT !m thic?2 CTT mm diameterL6  =he >afer is softWba?ed at XT !H for C min2 

patterned b0 a mas? la0er Ai6e62 clear field mas?L2 de4eloped in the MY ZCX sol&tion 

ABohm and Mass [lectronic Materials2 Spartanb&r:2 SHL for VT sec and hardWba?ed at CCT 

!H for CT min in a con4ection o4en6  Kfter these litho:raph0 steps are accomplished2 the 

>afer is transferred into the S=S Deep Beacti4e \on [tcher AS&rface =echnolo:0 S0stem2 

Ie>port2 ;]L2 >hich &ses alternatin: passi4ation AH#YDL and etchin: steps ASY^ and _EL6  

Kfter the etchin: step is completed2 the remainin: photoresist >as stripped in the PBS 

ETTT sol&tion AQ6=6 Ra?er2 Phillipsb&r:2 IQL6  =he >afer is rinsed in D\ >ater and airW

dried6 

 

PDMS channel fabrication 

 =he fl&idic channel >as prepared b0 c&rin: at DT!H for C ho&r &sin: a CT`C ratio 

miNt&re of PDMS prepol0mer and c&rin: a:ent AS0l:ard CD#2 Do> Hornin:2 Midland2 

M\L6  \ndi4id&al fl&idic channel de4ices >ere then c&t &sin: a scalpel2 holes >ere 

p&nched2 and the channel de4ices >ere then sealed to :lass co4er slips &sin: ;< oOone 

A;<_ cleaner2 Qeli:ht2 \r4ine2 HKL6 
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Particle sample preparation 

 $%o 'i))erent pol0st0rene particles4 5ega7ea' 8I:$ $racea7le Particle :i<e 

:tan'ar' =>?> !m APol0sciences4 Inc?B an' Pol07ea' C0e' Dlue F>?> !m microspGere 

APol0sciences4 Inc?B are utili<e' as precursor particles? Particles are miHe' in CI %ater4 

an' tGe concentration o) tGe sample is >?># %tI )or 7otG particles? 

 

Pressure control  

Jlui' control is per)orme' 70 appl0ing pressure4 Kacuum4 or neutral states at eacG 

Gole?  Pressure is applie' 70 'eliKering carrier )lui' into tGe s0stem?  LKer0 Gole is 

connecte' %itG s0ringes AMcc Cisposa7le NeserKoir :0stem an' Darrel O'apter 

Ossem7l04 LJCB containing CI %ater an' )lui' is pusGe' 70 pressure an' pulle' 70 

Kacuum?  In or'er to s%itcG tGose tGree states easil04 a set o) =P%a0 an' MP%a0 KalKes 

A8umatecGB is prepare' an' connecte' to tGe s0ringes?  $Gese solenoi' KalKes are 

computer controlle' AQa7Kie% "?F4 8ational InstrumentsB?  O pressure controller AR:SP

LP4 ParTer PneutronicsB is connecte' at tGe pressure source to regulate pressure 

application?   

 

Image processing 

Oll eHperiments GaKe 7een per)orme' un'er stereoscope ASl0mpus :UVPF=B %itG 

a 'igital camera A8iTon WoolpiH X#>>B )or imaging?  $Ge camera output is recor'e' an' 

'igiti<e'?  YigGPresolution particle images are taTen 70 ZprigGt 5icroscope AUeiss 

OHioscopeB %itG F>H an' X>H o7[ectiKes?  
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Results and Discussion 

 

$ si'ple t,ree.point control 234P6 in co'ple7 c,annel 9eo'etr: is ;eneficial to 

particle.containin9 fluid 'anipulation in a 'icros:ste'?  @t does not reAuire an: ot,er 

'icrofluidic control co'ponents 2e?9?B 'icroCalCe and electrode6?  DoreoCerB pressure 

9radient 2i?e?B t,e driCin9 force of t,is fluid control6 is spontaneousl: 9enerated ;: ;ot, 

pressure.settin9 Calues fro' t,e e7ternal pressure source and pressure drop caused ;: 

c,annel resistance?  $not,er 'erit of t,is 'et,od is t,at t,e control process does not 

depend on t,e particlesE propertiesB t,us it ;rin9s e7cellent fle7i;ilit: to t,e s:ste'?  

Dan: preCious researc,es on cells and particles reAuire t,eir capture and transportB w,ic, 

is t:picall: carried out ;: eit,er usin9 electroGinetic force suc, as dielectrop,oresisHIB HJB 

KL or usin9 9eo'etric confine'entsHMB HHB KIB KJ?  $ccordin9l:B we co';ine t,e 34P control 

and 9eo'etric confine'ent to ;uild an all.purpose control s:ste'?  

 

Particle flows and capture 

4,e flow of unc,ar9ed 'icroparticles 2i?e?B lar9er t,an K.L !' in dia'eter6 in a 

narrow 'icroc,annel is do'inated ;: a dra9 force caused ;: fluid flow around t,e 

particles?  4,e displace'ent of free particlesB due to t,er'al 2Nrownian6 'otionB are 

si9nificant if t,e dia'eter of t,e particles is less t,an K.L !'? @nertial forces and 

9raCitational force are ;ot, ne9li9i;leO t,e for'er results fro' t,e la'inar flow natureB 

w,ile t,e latter is attri;uted to t,e densit: si'ilarit: ;etween particle and fluid?  

4,ereforeB t,e dra9 force parallel to t,e direction of translation for a ri9id particle is 

defined ;: 3toGes dra9 lawB!
"
= !6"!#$ B w,ere ! !is fluid Ciscosit:B a is particle 
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Figure 5. 1. Schematic illustration of particle flow in a microchannel. (i) Particle 

flow in a confinement;free microchannel. F< is Stoke>s drag force and the arrows 

indicate streamlines. (ii) Particle flow in a microchannel with confinement (Top). 

The particle stops at the restriction but there is still some fluid flow around a 

particle and through the restriction. Stacking of particles in a channel (Bottom). 

Particles form a CigCag;shaped chain because they tend to follow the path with least 

fluidic resistance (arrow direction).  
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The capture of particles by a channel restriction and fluid flow through a particle 

stack are examined in the fabricated silicon microchannel (Figure 5.2).  20 !m 

Polystyrene particles are injected and dragged into a confined microchannel by vacuum 

force.  The depth and width of the microchannel are 25 !m and the width of the weir is 

10 !m.  A wash line (b) is employed to clear all particles above the line (more 

information in section III).  Subsequently, a fluorescent solution is injected after this 

process to confirm fluid flow through a particle stack.  As can be seen from Figure 

5.2(ii), there is sufficient fluid flow through the particle stack and the weir.   

 

Figure 5. *. +apture of particles and confirmation of fluid flow. The width and 

depth of the particle-collection channel is nearly the same as the diameter of the 

particles. <articles are injected by vacuum and some particles above line (b) are 

washed away by flow from the line (i). Fluorescent solution is injected by vacuum to 

verify fluid flow through a particle stacB (ii). 

 

The design of a confined channel is varied based on specific interests.  For 

example, it can be rectangular (Figure 5.3 (i), (iv)), triangular (Figure 5.3 (ii), (v)), or 
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have a comple- geometr1 such as an 5M7 (Figure 5.3 (iii)? (vi)).  @fter the particle 

inBection step? Cashing folloCs to clear out all particles aDove the confinement channel to 

create a precise shape of particle structure. Figure 5.3 (vi) shoCs non-uniform roughness 

at the Bunction? differing from the configurations in Figure (iv) and (v). Ghis imperfection 

is caused D1 the Cide opening of the confined channel? a specific propert1 resulting from 

the 5M7 structure.  Hn order to meter out particles at the Bunction? the fluid force must 

overcome the force caused from particle-particle interaction. @t the Cide opening 

pictured in Figure 5.3 (vi)? particles aggregate more; thus? the1 possess greater interaction 

force than particles at the smaller opening evidenced in Figure (iv) and (v)? generating 

non-uniform roughness.      

 

Figure 5. *. +ifferent designs of a channel confinement. (i) rectangular channel9 (ii) 

triangular channel9 (iii) :-shape channel9 (iv) linear chain-shaped stack9 (v) 

triangular shaped stack9 (vi) :-shaped stack. 
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Comple' particle arrangement 

 The 'TP control is used to direct microparticles to different locations in a 

branched-channel networ:.  The complex channel geometry is designed and each port is 

connected to a pressure source, controlled independently by a computer (Labview C.D).  

As previously mentioned, particles are carried by fluid in a microchannel, so fluid flow 

control is the main :ey for this particle transfer.  Gn the system, particles are captured first 

in a confined channel and then transferred by changing pressure inputs at each port.  As 

evidenced in Figure 5.4, the inKection port on the right side has high pressure (H) and the 

capture and waste sites have low pressure (L) in order to capture a particle and wash all 

remaining particles.  The position set at neutral has flow based on the surrounding 

pressure gradient.  After a low-pressure setting captures a particle in a confined channel, 

the flow is reversed to move the particle to a different location by changing the pressure 

setting (Figure 5.4(iii)).  

 

Figure 5. 4. 5article capture and transfer by channel confinement and pressure 

control. <, >, and L indicate pressure@setting values. < is high pressure, L is low 

pressure, and > is neutral. 5articles always move from a high@pressure setting to a 

low@pressure setting. Arrows indicate flow directions. Dhe low@pressure setting 

captures a particle in a confined channel (i), other particles are washed away (ii), 

and changing pressure settings reverses the flow direction and transfers the 

captured particle (iii). 
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Figure 5. 5. *elocity field simulations for particle load, wash, and transfer steps. (i) 

and (ii) show the <elocity field for each step and the arrows in (iii) and (i<) show 

flow direction and magnitude. 

! !
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A heterogeneous structure is prepared by using a combination of capture, meter, 

and transfer in a branched-channel network (Figure 5.6).  First, particles are injected into 

a confined channel (channel !) and metered by a washing step.  In order to meter a 

specific number of particles in channel !, the lengths of the channel should be designed 

to match the length of a particle chain.  In Figure 5.6 the length of channel ! is 

approximately 220 !m to capture 11 particles (i.e., each particle has a diameter of 20 !m) 

and the length of channel " is twice the length of channel !.  Initially, 20 !m particles 

are injected into channel ! and metered by a washing.  Second, the control shown in 

figure 5.4(iii) is employed to transfer particles from ! to ", and one particle was 

accidentally lost during this process.  As a final step, smaller particles (i.e., 10 !m in 

diameter, Blue-dyed polystyrene particle) were injected into channel B.  During this step, 

a 20 !m particle was used as a weir for 10 !m particles.  Therefore, restriction can be 

prepared by a large particle as well as a channel restriction, and this concept is applicable 

to generate other types of heterogeneous structures. 

 

 

 



 8#

 

 

Figure 5. 6. Heterogeneous structure by sequential capture of two different 

particles. The PDMS channel is fabricated and the depth and width of the confined 

channel is close to the particle size. The length of channel !  is about 240 !m to 

capture twelve particles (20 !m in diameter) and that of channel "  is about 480 !m 

to obtain heterogeneous structures.  (i) 20 !m polystyrene particles (N=12) are 

injected into the channel !  and other particles are washed away. (ii) the captured 

particles in channel !  are transferred to channel "  by having pressure at !  and 

vacuum at ". (iii) 10 !m blue-dyed particles are injected into the channel "  by 

vacuum and stacked over a 20 !m particle.   

 

The restriction prepared by both a channel restriction and a large particle 

generates another unique heterogeneous structure such as a Head-Tail structure.  Figure 

5.< (i) illustrates how a combination of channel restriction and a variance in particle size 

are employed for the Head-Tail structure.  This device has two separate inletsD one for 

large particles (i.e.D individual large particles are referred to as E) and another for small 

particles (i.e.D individual small particles are termed F)D and in the middle of the deviceD 

there is a particle-trapping zone.  Es the first stepD E is dragged into placeD using two low-

pressure lines above the channel restriction.  Efter a washing stepD F particles are injected 

from the second injection port and dragged into the confined channel via the two low-

pressure lines.  F particles form a stack in the confined channel above E.  This process 
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ends with one final washing step.  Figure 5.7 (ii) depicts a silicon device image for 20 !m 

particles and 10 !m blue dyed particles.  20 !m particles are injected first by vacuum, at 

a confined channel, and at a waste port to wash away all particles except the two captured 

in the channel (Figure 5.7 (iii)).  As the last step, 10 !m blue particles are injected and 

stacked over a 20 !m particle, while the flow washes away the remainder.   

 

Figure 5. 7. A Head-Tail structure obtained by using a combination of channel 

restriction and particle restriction. (i) Big particles are injected and a particle is 

trapped at the confinement channel by two vacuum lines above the restriction. 

Small particles are injected from the other injection port, dragged into the 

confinement channel, and stacked over a big particle. (ii) An image of a silicon 

device showing two separate injection ports and a channel confinement in the 

middle. (iii) 20 !m polystyrene particles are injected and two of them are trapped. 

(iii) 10 !m blue-dyed particles are injected and stacked over a 20 !m particle. 

 

Particle-free control line 

Employing particle-free control lines in a complex system improves the control 

process by confining specific sections using out-flow from the line.  Particle-free control 
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lines are additional fluid flow lines in the system, possessing widths narrower than the 

particle diameter.  Previous paragraphs mainly presented the control of particle-

containing fluid in complex channel geometry to direct particles to different locations, 

and to create unique particle structures.  >n contrast, the use of particle-free control lines 

do not create any structures but rather enhance the control ability through some fluid 

outflow, when isolating sections or additional washing is necessitated.   

@uring a process, numerous particles are inAected and most remain either in a 

waste chamber or in an inAection chamber.  >n order to isolate chamber contents, two 

control lines are placed in close proximity of those two chambers (Figure 5.8 (i)).  >f 

those two lines are not actuated, then many contaminant particles enter from the waste 

and inAection chambers during particle transfer (Figure 5.8 (ii)).  Eowever, once the 

control lines are actuated, the outward flow from the lines moves in both directions, 

blocking particle flow from both chambers at the ends (Figure 5.8 (iii)).  Fluid simulation 

would give more information relative to this control.  Gefer to Figure 5.8 (ii) and (iii), 

where Figure 5.9 and 5.10 are introduced to present transfer with and without isolation, 

respectively. 
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!igure (. 8. +chematic illustration showing section isolation by 8article-free control 

lines. (i) =uring a load ste8, many 8articles still stay in the in@ection and waste 

chambers. (ii) Aransfer without section isolation. +ome 8articles are dragged from 

the waste and in@ection chamber. (iii) Aransfer with section isolation. Awo control 

lines are actuated and they block 8article flow from both chambers.  

 

$ressure decreases linearly from the waste chamber (8, neutral setting), to the 

collection chamber (<, low-pressure setting), if no pressure control line (?) is actuated as 

shown in Figure 5.C.  Dnder that pressure gradient, fluid always moEes from relatiEely 

high (waste chamber) to comparatiEely low (collection chamber) and, conseFuently, 

particles also moEe in the same direction.  Gn the other hand, there is a sharp peak of 

pressure gradient near the control line if the line (?) is actuated (Figure 5.IJ (iii)).  8s 

fluid always flow from high to low pressure, the fluid eKiting the control line diEides and 

flows in both directions (Figure 5.IJ (ii)).  8lthough more streams moEe toward a 
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collection cham.er0 there is still an a.sence of fluid flowing out from the waste cham.er 

(A)0 which sufficiently .loc;s in<flow from the waste cham.er.  

 

Figure 5. *. +elocity and pressure field simulation without actuation of a control 

line. (i) and (ii) show velocity fields and (iii) shows pressure gradient. Arrows 

indicate flow direction and magnitude. A and > are set at neutral and ? is set at low 

pressure. 
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Figure 5. 1+. ,elocity and pressure field simulation with actuation of a control line. 

(i) and (ii) show =elocity fields and (iii) shows pressure gradient. Arrows indicate 

flow direction and magnitude. A is neutral, @ is set at high pressure, and A is set at 

low pressure. 

 

#he particle-free control line has another usage in metering an e5act num6er of 

particles in a confined channel.  #he particles in a restricted channel are metered initially 

6y washing, followed 6y in<ection= however, the second measuring is achieved through 

actuating the control line located at the confined channel. #he fluid e5iting the control 

line washes away particles a6ove it (Figure 5.11(i)). Figure 5.11 (ii) illustrates a stacD of 

particles metered 6y washing flow and (iii) shows a metering step, presenting 6oth 

isolation of the upper cham6er and metering of stacDed particles.  #here is a control line 

near the upper cham6er for section isolation.  As the line is actuated during the entire 

process, there is an a6sence of particle flow into the cham6er, confirmed 6y the flow of 

fluorescent solution e5iting the control line.  
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Figure 5. 11. Metering of particles by a particle-free control line. (i) schematic 

illustration of a metering process. The metering line is set at neutral during load and 

wash steps and has a high-pressure setting for the metering step to wash away 

particles above the line. (ii) Full stack of 20 !m particles in a confined channel 

(N=13). (iii) Metering by control line. Seven particles are washed away and six 

particles remain. The fluid coming out from the control line contains fluorescent dye 

to help us visualize the flow direction. 

 

The position of the metering line is important to meter out an exact number of 

particles.  8s particles always produce a zigzag shaped chain= the chain length does not 

correspond to multiples of a particle>s diameter.  The chain length= ?= is 

L ! D!"! !n ""#$%&##= where @ is particle diameter= n is the number of particles= and a is 

the angle between two adAacent particles (Figure 5.11 (i)).  The angle is calculated from 

sin! !
!

"
"1= where G is the width of a channel.  The metering line in Figure 5.11 (iii) 
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is designed to capture only five particles.  The metering line is examined 160 times to 

check reliability and results show the line usually captures five particles (i.e., 124 times 

out of a total of 160).  However, sometimes the line captures four (10 times) or six 

particles (23 times), having a higher probability of capturing six particles rather than four.  

Many reasons for this occurrence are possible, however, the metering line position is 

considered the primary.  The position of the metering line in Figure 5.11 (iii), 105 !m, is 

higher than the chain length, 96.6 !m and the difference between these two is 

approximately half the diameter of a particle.  Therefore, a metering line is best located 

directly above the end of a particle chain to reduce error.  

 

Figure 5. 12. (i) Sequential measuring of particles by multi-control lines. (ii) The 

process for an A-B-A structure. A is a 20 !m particle and B is a blue-dyed 10 !m 

particle. 
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Multiple metering lines, located along a confined channel, enable operation of a 

sequential metering process and generate a complex structure possessing a specific 

sequence.  Figure 5.12 (i) exemplifies the sequential operation of three metering 

processes.  One particle from the top of the chain is washed out by the actuation of line 

!, five particles are captured by the actuation of line ", and only the last two particles 

remain in the channel by the actuation of line #.  From the same channel design, a tri-

block structure (A-B-A) is obtained.  After 20 !m particles injection, line # is actuated 

to retain two particles, and the injection of 10 !m blue-dyed particles follows, metered by 

line ".  20 !m particles are injected again and stacked over 10 !m particles, metered by 

line ! to complete a tri-block structure.  

 

"onclusion 

 

 This paper presents a simple, three-point pressure control of particle-containing 

fluid in complex channel geometry to guide particles’ motion toward desired locations.  

The system includes channel restrictions to confine particles at intended locations and 

many different geometrical confinements provide particle structure variety.  The particle-

free control line plays an important role in this system as it generates isolated sections, 

which allow quality control of movement, and meters a specific number of particles 

creating unique sequence structures.  Particle jamming in a microchannel was not 

considered a serious problem.  Silicon-glass surfaces inherently have less adhesion of 

particles than polymer surfaces, and experiments had sufficient low sample 
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CHAPTER 6 

SI,TERI,- ./ P.01MERIC PARTIC0ES I, 

MICR./ABRICATE4 4E5ICES 

 

Introduction 
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sintering of polymeric particles is thermodynamic force to lower their surface energy by 

reducing their surface area.  Most conventional sintering researches are focused on 

determining particle size limits, applying different materials, and understanding physical 

and thermal properties of both individual and sintered particles1, 2, 5.  @owever, this 

sintering method has limitations if controlling the shape and producing a uniAue structure 

of sintered particles is desired.  

Many new technologies have been developed to sinter particles in a more 

controlled way.  Selective laser sintering is one of the growing technologies in particle 

sintering because of its versatility with regard to metallic, ceramic, and polymeric 

particles6-8.  Fathuria produced microstructures by selective laser sintering of metallic 

powder7 while Childs et al employed this techniAue to sinter an amorphous polymer6.  

Moreover, a one-dimensional groove pattern is used to sinter a polymer colloid in 

specific shapes9.  In that method, the particles are packed along the grooves by lateral 

capillary force and sintered in the grooves.  Another method, the resistance sintering 

system, consisted of electric power and metal electrodes to sinter particles, supplying a 

more effective heating cycle than other conventional heating methods10.  

In this work, a microfabricated on-chip metal heater and microchannel is utilized 

to sinter polymeric particles into specific shapes.  The on-chip heater has been widely 

used in the semiconductor industry and Mio-MEMS such as gas sensors11 and micro PCR 

devices12, 13.  The use of both microchannel and micro heater enables us to incorporate a 

particle-sintering component into a complex microfluidic device.  In addition, they 

provide controllable sintering allowing easy controllability of sintering temperature and 

time through a computer-controlled heating process. 
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Material and Methods 

 

Device fabrication 

$he device fabrication incl3des fo3r different 5rocesses6 silicon channel etchin78 

lift9off of :etal heater8 7lass drillin78 and anodic bondin7 of silicon and 7lass sides;  

<i73re =;> is an ill3strated dia7ra: of the entire fabrication 5rocess;  $he fl3idic channels 

and :etal heaters are fabricated and ali7ned on either side of the 5olished ?ilicon o@ide 

Aafer BCDE !: thicFness8 >EE:: dia:eter8 DEEEG ther:al o@ide laHerI;  <or silicon 

channel etchin78 5hotoresist BJK >#LMI is s53n8 5atterned bH a channel :asF laHer8 and 

develo5ed in the M< O>" sol3tion;  $he o@ide laHer of the develo5ed area is etched in 

b3ffered hHdrofl3oric acid sol3tion;  Pfter these litho7ra5hH ste5s are 5erfor:ed8 the 

Aafer is transferred into the ?$? Dee5 Keactive Ron Stcher for channel etchin7;  Pfter 

etchin7 is co:5leted8 the o@ide laHer on the channel side is stri55ed bH 3tiliTin7 b3ffered 

hHdrofl3oric acid;  

Metal heaters are fabricated on the bacFside of the ?ilicon Aafer via :etal lift9off;  

<or that ste58 5hotoresist BJK >#LMI is s53n over the o@ide laHer that 5erfor:s as an 

ins3lation laHer for heaters8 5atterned bH a heater :asF laHer and develo5ed in the M< 

O>" sol3tion;  $iUJt BOEEGU>EEEGI is eva5orated over the 5atterns 7enerated bH the 

litho7ra5hH 5rocess and lifted off in acetone sol3tion;  Slectroche:ical dischar7e drillin7 

is acco:5lished on the 7lass Aafer BJHre@ MMCE8 >EE:: dia:eter8 MEE !:I to obtain 

holes for sa:5le inVections and fl3id control;  $he 7lass Aafer is cleaned in Jiranha Wlean 

?ol3tion8 Ahich is a :i@t3re of hHdro7en 5ero@ide sol3tion and s3lf3ric acid sol3tion B>6O 
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v$v).  'he obtained glass and Silicon 6afers are aligned and bonded by anodic bonding.  

'he bonded 6afer is subse;uently diced employing a dicing sa6, and 6ired to a printed 

circuit board by gold ball 6ire bonding to obtain electrical connection.  'he Silicon 

channel side remains open to build a fluid interconnection system, to be observed by 

stereoscope.  ?lass pillars are bonded over each hole on the glass by @A glue for syringe 

connection.  

 

Figure 6. 1. Schematic diagram of device fabrication.  (i) Silicon side fabrication, (ii) 

drilling of glass side.  Silicon and glass side are bonded anodically. 

 

Particle sample preparation 

 '6o different polystyrene particles, Begabead CDS' 'raceable Particle SiFe 

Standard GH.H !m (Polysciences, Dnc.) and Polybead Jyed Klue 1H.H !m microsphere 

(Polysciences, Dnc.), are utiliFed as precursor particles.  Jimethyl SulfoMide (SigmaN

Oldrich) is chosen as the carrier fluid due to its high boiling temperature (1P" !Q).  
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$%& %ar)er %neutronics2 is connecte3 at t4e pressure source to regulate pressure 

application8  

 

Image processing 

9ll e:periments 4a<e =een performe3 un3er stereoscope ?@lAmpus BCDE"F2 Git4 

a 3igital camera ?Hi)on Ioolpi: JK##2 for imaging8  L4e camera output is recor3e3 an3 

3igitiMe38  Hig4Eresolution particle images are ta)en =A Oprig4t Picroscope ?Ceiss 

9:ioscope2 Git4 "#: an3 J#: o=Qecti<es8  RA using image analAsis softGare ?ImageT 

"8UJs& Hational Institute of Healt42& torsional angles =etGeen precursor particles are 

measure38  %article =oun3aries are foun3 =A an e3geE3etecting tool in t4e softGare an3 

afterGar3& center points are 3etecte3 =A 3raGing sVuares an3 3iagonals at eac4 particleWs 

=oun3arA8    

 

Heat transfer simulation 

 9R9XOB Y8" Gas use3 to perform t4e 4eat transfer simulation of UEZ 3e<ice 

geometrA8  L4e 3e<ice an3 c4annel 3imensions ?i8e8& 3e<ice siMe an3 silicon an3 glass 

laAer t4ic)ness2 are i3entical in siMe to t4e actual 3e<ice use3 for e:periments& an3 

c4annel 3esign 4as =een simplifie38  Heat flu: is applie3 to t4e =ac)si3e 4eater area 

creating =oun3arA con3itions8  @t4er remaining areas e:pose3 to t4e outsi3e are set as 

natural con<ection to t4e air8 
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!esults and +iscussion 

 

Particle sintering in a microchannel 

 Pol(mer particles are sintered at near glass transition temperature 67g8 of the 

pol(mer; and during a sintering process; the particles deform slightl(; merging into one 

<od(.  7his occurs as a result of particles tending to lower their surface energ( <( 

reducing their surface area. ?f this sintering occurs in a regular dish or <ea@er; controlling 

the shape of sintered particles <ecomes difficult.  AoweBer; if a micromold is prepared to 

trap particles; particular shapes of sintered particles are o<taina<le. Figure 6.2 shows a 

schematic illustration of particle deformation and sintering in a microchannel.  Et low 

temperatures 6e.g.; lower than 7g in tens of degrees Felsius8 particles <ecome slightl( 

stic@(; facilitating adherence to one another.  7he deformation of particles is not 

percepti<le at this temperature.  AoweBer; at high temperatures 6near to 7g8; particles 

<ecome stic@ier and softer; deforming more; and therefore; the chain <ecomes shorter. 

 

Figure 6. 2. 8chematic illustration of particle fusing in a microchannel confinement 

at high and low temperatures. 
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Polymer particle sintering in a silicon microchannel with 20 !m polystyrene 

particles has been tested in this paper.  Figure 6.3 shows a fabricated silicon 

microchannel via deep reactive ion etching. Particles are dragged into the reaction 

channel by vacuum and sintered in it by increasing the device temperature.  An on-chip 

heater is prepared directly on the backside of the reaction channel. After the sintering has 

been completed, the flow is reversed and the product is collected at the collection 

chamber.  This device is designed to synthesize linear-shaped particle chains; thus 

Channel width and depth is approximately 25 !m to allow passage of only one linear 

chain, and particles stop at the restriction point narrower than the diameter of a particle 

(i.e, 10 !m in width). 

 

Figure 6. *. Fabricated silicon channel used for the sintering, showing reaction 

channel, collection chamber, in9ection, and waste ports.  4 thin lines represent 

additional pressure lines, aiding wash, and section isolation (i.e., one near the 

collection chamber, two at the reaction channel, one near the in9ection port, and one 

at the waste port). 
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Figure 6. 4. Thermal fusing of 20 !m polystyrene particles in a microchannel.  (i) 

Five stacked particles in a microchannel.  (ii) Thermally fused particle at 80 °C. (iii) 

Fused chain collected in the collection chamber.  (iv) High-resolution image of fused 

chain. 
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and glass, and the heater is fabricated on the bottom side of the silicon to make the 

fabrication process as simple as possible.  Figure 6.5 (i) illustrates a cross-sectional view 

of the device.  The heater temperature (TH), reaction channel temperature (TR), and top 

glass temperature (TG) are examined to find out the temperature distribution from the 

heater to the top surface. Figure 6.5 (ii) is the temperature distribution profile and shows 

Fuite even temperature distribution at the silicon side, and gradual temperature decrease 

into the glass side. Higher input power increases the heater temperature (TH)G however, as 

the temperature increases, the temperature variance between top and bottom surfaces also 

increase. 

 

Figure 6. 5. Heat transfer from a backside heater.  (i) Device structure illustration.  

The device is bonded with silicon and glass.  The heater is fabricated on the 

backside of the silicon.  Heater temperature is TH, the temperature of the top silicon 

surface above the heater is TR, and the temperature of the top glass surface is TG.  

(ii) Temperature distribution along the z-axis from the backside heater (10
6
 !m

2
 

size).  (iii) The change of TH, TR, and TG at different power values. 
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Figure 6. 6. Temperature distribution with different power and heater sizes.  (i) 

schematic diagram of the device’s silicon side.  The heater temperature is TH, the 

reaction channel temperature is TR, and the collection chamber, (1.5 cm distance 

from the reaction channel), is TC.  (ii) TR and TH comparison, employing three 

different heater sizes; 10
4
 !m

2
, 10

6
 !m

2
, and 10

8
 !m

2
.  (iii) Temperature difference 

between TR and TC utilizing three different sized heaters.  The straight lines in 

Figure (ii) and (iii) indicate equal proportions. 

 

The size of the bac1side heater causes different heat distribution throughout the 

entire device; therefore, three different heater sizes, 104 !m2, 106 !m2, and 108 !m2 are 

e>amined by heat transfer simulation (BCBDEF 6.1). The device size is I.5 cm2 (2.5cm 

K L.0cm) and heat flu> is applied from the bac1side heater. Nn order to chec1 the heat 

distribution, three different temperature points are e>amined; TH is the temperature of a 

bac1side heater, TR is the temperature of the top silicon surface directly over the heater, 
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and TC is the temperature of the top silicon surface at a distance (i.e., 1.5 cm) from the 

heater (Figure 6.6(i)).  

A larger heater (108 !m2) provides excellent heat distribution throughout the 

entire device.  Figure 6.6 (ii-iii) illustrates plots extracted from the simulation data 

performed with various heater sizes.  The temperature differences between TH and TR are 

negligible when large heaters, 106 !m2 and 108 !m2, are used; however, there is a slight 

difference (~3!C) when a small heater (104 !m) is employed.  The difference augments 

as the temperature increases (Figure 6.6 (ii)).  As shown in Figure 6.6(iii), the 104 !m2 

sized heater produces a noticeable difference between TR and TC (i.e., about 12!C), while 

the 108 !m2 size heater only yields a 2~4!C difference.  This temperature difference 

yielded from the 104 !m2 sized heater is useful if a relatively low temperature zone is 

desired in the same device, without having any particular heat isolation component.  

 

Controlling particle shape 

 The shape of a sintered particle chain is controlled by varying the sintering 

temperature. Figure 6.7 illustrates a few particle chains sintered at different temperatures.  

The glass transition temperature of polystyrene particles is about 100!C, but surprisingly 

this thermal sintering occurs from 60!C in a microchannel, and at 100!C, the particles are 

actually burned, and evidence loss of their original shapes (Figure 6.7(i)).  The degree of 

particle deformation increases as the temperature increases, producing a shorter-length, 

sintered particle chain.  Figure 6.7(ii) shows high-resolution images of sintered particle 

chains, wherein the interface between two particles becomes flatter as the temperature 

increases.  When the temperature elevates above that of 90!C, particles are almost 
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li'uefied, ha/ing flo3ed into the restriction area e/en 3ithout /acuum force from the 

restriction.  

 

!i#$%&'()'*)'!$s&,'-./0s10%&n&'-3%1i4/&'453ins'31',i66&%&n1'1&7-&%31$%&s)''8i9':3%1i4/&'

453ins' in' 3' 7i4%.453nn&/)' ' 8ii9' ;i#5<%&s./$1i.n' i73#&' .6' 6$s&,' -3%1i4/&' 453ins' 31'

,i66&%&n1'1&7-&%31$%&s)'

  

:he sintering temperature changes the length and the <ond angle (i.e., the angle 

<et3een t3o ad>acent particles) of a particle chain (Figure 6.$(i)).  Bhen particles are 

s'ueeCed during the heating process, they are also pushed to the side3all of the channel 

causing the chain to shorten and 3iden. :he angle is calculated from sin! !
W

D
"1, 

3here B is the 3idth of a channel and E is a particle diameter.  :he length of "" particles 

<efore sintering is FF".$G !m, <ecoming a<out "6# !m at H#!I. :he angle <efore 

sintering is FJ.6H! and it <ecame J"! 3hen the temperature reached H#!I. Bhen the 
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Figure 6. 8. Chain length and bond angle changes at different temperatures.  (i) 

Illustration indicates measured chain length and angle.  (ii) Chain length change 

versus fusing temperature.  The line indicates the chain length before fusing (221.84 

!m).  (iii) Bond angle change versus fusing temperature.  The line indicates the 

angle before fusing (23.69°).   
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out of the channel to chec. sintering completion. This confirmation process 7as iterated 

7ith 9 second inter:al.  

 

!"#$%&'()'*)'!$+",#'-".&'/-'0"11&%&,-'-&.2&%/-$%&+)''3"4'!$+",#'-".&'/-'0"11&%&,-'

-&.2&%/-$%&+)''3""4'5,6/%#&0'267-'71'/'0/+8'97:'",'1"#$%&';'3"4)''<8&'6",&'",0"=/-&+'-8&'

6"."-'71'.&/+$%",#'-".&'3>)?(*'+&=4)'

 

;ne possible reason for the time :ariance is heater si=e and location.  >s can be 

seen from Figure 6.6(iii)C heating from a small heater on the bac.side is highlD locali=ed.  

ThereforeC if the heater does not co:er an entire mold channel or if the location is not 

perfectlD alignedC it maD ta.e some time to distribute adeEuate heat for sintering.  This 

process should ta.e longer at lo7er temperatures.  Fintering time at 80!H and 90!H could 

be less than the indicated timeJ ho7e:erC the Kab:ie7 LM emploDed for this experiment 

has a limited measurement time (i.e.C 0.369 second). 
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!ultiple particle production 

  

Figure 6. 14. 5chematic illustration of the fi:e steps in:ol:ed in particle 

manufacturing; <article in=ecting, washing, metering, fusing, and collecting.  The 

arrow indicates flow direction.  A; Aigh pressure, B; Beutral, C; Cow pressure. 

 

This particle.sintering unit is incorporated into the microfluidic s6stem that 

ena7les a continuous process for multiple particle chains.  Figure 6.10 shows a schematic 

illustration for manufacturing of multiple particle chains.  Particles move 76 simple three.

point pressure control including high, neutral, and low.pressure settings and the 

continuous process includes five operating steps: injection, washing, metering, sintering, 

and collecting.  Particles are dragged into the shaped channel to form a linear particle 

chain and other particles are washed awa6 to a waste cham7er during the washing step.  

There is a pressure line to meter the eBact num7er of particles at the channel, and after a 

metering step, the remained particles are sintered 76 increasing the temperature of the on.
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chip heater.  -fter the sintering is done, the sintered chain is pushed into the collection 

chamber.  There is another pressure line, which is always actuated e<cept a collection 

step, in front of a collection chamber in order to isolate the collection chamber during an 

entire process. Therefore, any contaminant particles cannot flow into the collection 

chamber.  

 

Figure 6. 11. Channel and heater design for multiple processes and corresponding 

operational table.  (i) ;ain channel geometry for the process.  The zoomed image 

numbers in (i) directly correspond with the numbers in Figure (ii).  (ii) Entire design 

of channel and heater.  Aeater and sensors are directly under the reaction zone.  

The collection chamber is 1.5 cm from the reaction zone.  (iii) Cperational table.  IE 

InFection, HE Hashing, ;E ;etering, IE Ieaction, CE Collection.  JE Jressure, KE 

Keutral, LE Lacuum.  The numbers in the table correspond to the numbers in figure 

(ii).  

 

Figure 6.11 illustrates a channel and heater design and an operating table for a 

multiple process.  - small heater and a sensor are fabricated directly under the channel 
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Figure 6. 12. ,even chains, having five particles in each chain, produced via the 

multiple process.  ;lue and red coloring is used to distinguish individual particles. 
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 As discussed earlier, the use of a small sized heater (104 !m2) helps to achieve a 

low temperature collection zone (i.e., approximately 60!C) in a 7.5 cm2-sized device 

when the temperature of the reaction channel is 73!C.  Although the actual heater design 

is a serpentine shape, the entire heater fits tightly in a 104 !m2-sized square.  Thus, the 

simulation data in Figure 6.6 can be used to understand the temperature distribution, 

relevant to multiple processing.  A particle chain may be sintered at 60!C but the 

temperature requires an extensive sintering time (e.g., more than 30 seconds).  Therefore, 

it is believed that the short sintering time at 75!C (i.e., approximately 1 second) is safe to 

obtain all the separate particles in the collection chamber.  

 

Figure 6. 13. ,iagram showing backside8etching areas (i.e., A and B) applied to heat 

transfer simulation to investigate the heat isolation effect.  Che distance between 

heating area and collection chamber is 1.5 cm. 
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!igure 6. 14. The temperature difference between TR and TC with different heat 

isolation conditions, having the same amount of power (10A). 

 

$ore powerful heat isolation can be achieved b7 performing bac:side deep 

etching in the area between the heater and collection chamber.  <eat transfer simulation 

confirms the effect of bac:side etching at the = different >ones (i.e., A and B in Figure 

6.1E) as well as the effect from different thermal conductivit7 materials.  1.# cm distance 

was placed between the heating area and the collection chamber, as previousl7 illustrated.  

Figure 6.14 presents data obtained through simulation at the constant power (i.e., 10W).  
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+,-/,(1+u(, 7(14i,n+ ?o( -ul+i/l, /1(+icl, -1nu?1c+u(in7 1n4 -o(, ,??,c+i5, 6,1+ isol1+ion 

-1* ;, o;+1in,4 +6(ou76 /,(?o(-in7 ;1c<si4, ,+c6in7 o? +6, su(?1c, ;,+>,,n (,1c+ion 

c61nn,l 1n4 coll,c+ion c61-;,(9 

E6is s*s+,- is 1 no5,l -,+6o4 +o c(,1+, n,> +*/,s o? /1(+icl, s+(uc+u(,s9  $n 

144i+ion. i+ is ?l,Gi;l, ;,c1us, i+ ,-/lo*s 1 si-/l, 6,1+in7 -,+6o4. +6us o+6,( /ol*-,( 

-1+,(i1ls c1n 1lso ;, us,49  Ho(,o5,(. +6, -ic(oc61nn,l us,4 1s 1 -ol4 c1n 615, 51(ious 

s61/,s +o /(o4uc, uni@u, s+(uc+u(,s o+6,( +61n 1 lin,1( c61in. ?1cili+1+in7 +6is s*s+,-Is 

-o4i?ic1+ion in+o -o(, co-/l,G s+(uc+u(,s. co-/os,4 o? -1n* 4i??,(,n+ /1(+icl,s. in on, 

sin+,(,4 s+(uc+u(,"#9  E6, (,sul+1n+ sin+,(,4 s+(uc+u(, c1n ;, s+u4i,4 ?o( 1 -*(i14 o? ?u(+6,( 

(,s,1(c6,s suc6 1s s,l?81ss,-;l*"B. "J 1n4 4,5,lo/in7 1 uni@u, 4(u7 4,li5,(* c1((i,(KC. K"9 

:, c1n 1lso 7,n,(1+, L1nus /1(+icl,sKK 1n4 /1+c6 /1(+icl,sKM +61+ /oss,ss -1n* ?unc+ions 

usin7 +6is -,+6o49 
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"*N",-S/*NS AND 1-T-(E 2*(3 

 

"onclusions 

 

T&' o)*'c,i.' o/ ,&is 1iss'2,3,ion 53s 1'.'lo7in8 si97l' )u, .'2s3,il' con,2ol 

s;s,'9s in 9ic2o/3)2ic3,'1 1'.ic's ); '97lo;in8 'l'c,2o<in',ic 3n1 /lui1ic /o2c's=  Fi2s,? 

,&' DEP DNA s,2',c&in8 53s 1u7lic3,'1 3n1 o7,i9iE'1 ,o )uil1 3 2o)us, 'l'c,2ic con,2ol 

s;s,'9 /o2 DNA 9ol'cul's=  S'con1? 3 n'5 73,,'2nin8 9',&o1 53s 1'.'lo7'1 ,o 73,,'2n 

nonG,231i,ion3l 93,'2i3ls in,o 9ic2os;s,'9s /3)2ic3,'1 ); ,231i,ion3l 9',&o1s=  T&i21? 3 

no.'l 3niso,2o7ic 732,icl' s;n,&'sis 9',&o1 is 1'.'lo7'1 ,&2ou8& si97l' /lui1ic con,2ol in 

co97l'H 9ic2oc&3nn'l 8'o9',2;? 5&ic& c3n )' '3sil; '97lo;'1 /o2 o,&'2 377lic3,ions=  

T&' /i2s, 732, o/ ,&is 1iss'2,3,ion IC&37,'2 #K? 3112'ss's ,&' issu's on 

2'72o1uci)ili,; o/ DEP DNA s,2',c&in8 ); 'n&3ncin8 'l'c,2ic /i'l1 con,2ol c373)ili,i's=  

DEP DNA s,2',c&in8 is s,ill no, /ull; un1'2s,oo1=  Ho5'.'2? ,&' /in1in8s 72's'n,'1 &'2' 

illu9in3,' ,&3, 1'ns'2 'l'c,2ic /i'l1 3n1 su2/3c' 5i,& l'ss nonGs7'ci/ic 31so27,ion o/ DNA 

9ol'cul's ,o ,&' c&3nn'l 53lls si8ni/ic3n,l; 'n&3nc's ,&' 2'72o1uci)ili,; o/ DNA 

s,2',c&in8? 8i.in8 3 n'32l; M$N succ'ss 23,'=  N'.'2,&'l'ss? 9o2' 5o2< I'=8=? ,'97'23,u2'? 

su2/3c' 72o7'2,;? 3n1 )u//'2 ion 1'7'n1'nc' on s,2',c&in8K n''1 ,o )' 7'2/o29'1 ,o 

cons,2uc, 3 9o2' s,3)l' 3n1 /ull; un1'2s,oo1 s;s,'9=  Al,&ou8& ,&is s,2',c&in8 s;s,'9 
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was not incorporated into a more complex, integrated system for comprehensive DNA 

analysis devices, the resultant system possesses excellent potential to be included into the 

integrated system.  

?econdly, a novel patterning technique, employable for patterning a vast array of 

materials, ranging from highly sensitive cells and enzymes to novel materials, whose 

properties are yet unknown has been developed.  This method provides an excellent tool 

for microfabrication and surface modification due to material flexibility, easy fabrication, 

and precise alignment.  The traditional microfabrication technology involves many harsh 

chemical treatments and a thermal process, which cannot be used for handling sensitive 

materials.  However, this technique presents great adaptability of traditional MFM? 

technology by integrating non-traditional materials with traditional microfabricated 

devices.  This method is applicable to the stretching system.  Nano-sized enzyme patterns 

can be prepared between the two electrodes to digest stretched DNA molecules, which 

can then be used to investigate DNA-protein interaction or to construct an integrated 

DNA analysis device using DNA cut fragments.    

Third, the novel synthesis method is developed for homogeneous and 

heterogeneous anisotropic microparticles, using a combination of microfluidic control 

and geometric confinement.  This method impacts the anisotropic particle synthesis area 

as it employs a continuous and programmable process, enabling production of many 

different unique structures from one synthesis run.  Many current techniques depend on 

either microfluidics or geometrical confinement.  The presented method is influential as it 

is the first approach combining the fluidic control and the geometrical confinement in one 

system.  Although the technique contains some limitations from heating reaction and 
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%eam )illing and /lectron %eam 4ithography1.  )any novel synthesized particles are 

nano-scale, and each developed particle contains unique chemistries and functions2-4.  

Therefore, if those particles are applied into this system, many other reaction schemes 

can be incorporated, producing numerous anisotropic particles, which may possess 

greater functions and usage than the anisotropic microparticles developed in this 

dissertation.  Although the nanofluidic control is expected to be slightly different from 

the microfluidic control used previously, it is feasible if the pressure drop, the interfacial 

electroGinetic forces from the channel walls can be overcome, and the thermal motion of 

nano-sized particlesH, I. 

 Jecond, electrical valves, using charge effects between particles and channel 

surfaces, are one possible solution to easily control particle motion in the complex 

microchannel networG.  Particles in the presented system have been controlled by 

employing only pressure driven forces, and thus, numerous particles have transported 

together, which required several washing steps.  Therefore, it is supposed that a reduction 

in the number of washing steps, and increased precision of particle motion control can be 

achieved if a certain valve component is incorporated in the system, which would control 

an individual particle’s motion.  )any valves Mi.e., membrane valves and wax or gel 

valvesN-O) and single particle trapping controls Mi.e., Dielectrophoretic trapping1R, 11) have 

been developed recentlyS however, those methods require more fabrication steps and 

materials.  

Interestingly, particle motions in the tight microchannels have been observed as 

being considerably dependent on both particle charges and wall charges.  MUlass and 

silicon channel material, as well as many other particles have slight negative charges, 
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unless modified differently.)  4hen particles were mi:ed only in ;I water, the particles> 

motions were very slow, tending not to enter tight channel geometry, due to the resistance 

generated by interaction between particles and wall charges.  Bowever, when particles 

were mi:ed in salt-contained ;I-water, the particle surface charges were shielded by the 

salt solution.  This shielding effect reduced the resistance and particle flow was very fast 

and smooth, unaffected by tight channel geometry.  As a result of this occurrence, 

development of a simple electric valve component, only using the charge effect between 

channel surfaces and particles without incorporating any other materials, is most feasible.  

To facilitate this process, a few square shaped-trapping areas can be prepared in the 

middle of a tight straight channel.  The size of the square would be larger than the width 

of the tight channel, allowing only one particle to settle there.  The squares provide a 

preferred zone for particle retention, as they contain less charge constraints than tight 

straight channels.  Therefore, when the particles, mi:ed in ;I water, enter into the tight 

channel, each particle remains in the square, and the trapped particles can be released by 

pressure pulse, which overcomes the charge effect.  That way, we can individually 

deliver particles, one at a time, into the system.  

 Third, the anisotropic particle synthesis system can be incorporated into a more 

comple:, integrated system.  A complete particle synthesis process can be constructed, 

commencing from the pre-cursor particle preparation to applications of the synthesized 

anisotropic particles.  Harticle generation, via photopolymerization12 and two-phase flow 

control1I, has been recently developed, and those two methods are combinable with our 

synthesis method.  In the proposed method, the pre-cursor particle is generated first via 

either the photopolymerization or two-phase flow control method.  Then the particle is 
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